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the Farm.

IVE WORK.

The equipment of the farm will de
termine to a very large extent its profit
ableness. Numerous farms are to-day ο
doubtful value as investments becaus
of the very poor equipments found upoi
them. The most essential part of th
farm equipment consists of the barn
and outhouses. Inferior structures de
voted to the work of the farm mean poo
results in performing the work. Thi
barns and outbuildings should be re
garded as a part of tho workshop of thi
farm, and be should so arrange then
that the work required may be perform
ed with the least possible loes of time
As I go about the country I am forced t<
notice the conditions of the barns to b<
found on even some of our best lands
A month ago I was visiting an old ban t
that bad been in existence at least fiftj
years. It may have served its purpost ,
fifty years ago, but it has been serving
it poorly ever since. It must be a wind}
old affair in winter, and as I entered it 1
could not help pitying the men thai I
have to milk cows in it in cold weather
A man can do other work in a barn witl
his mittens on, but the hands cannot b(
so protected when the cow is being
milked. This is a hard condition ol
affairs for the cattle as well as for tbt 1
This oltl
men who take care of them.
barn could have been repaired witt
far as
so
comparatively little trouble,
keeping out the winter winds is concern
ed, but it could not have been made
really desirable without making changée
that would have cost a great deal ol

money.
The same day, which was hot, I visited a barn not far from the first one. It
was close and stuffy, and the cows that
had been tied up for milking purposes
did not look comfortable. There was nc
light in this barn, except what glimmered through a very small window far up
in one of the gables, and light that came
from the open door. It will take the
farmers a long time to get profit out of
such structures. I noticed also that
both barns were poorly arranged for the
holding of hay and other feed, and that
much of the rough forage for the cattle
and horses had to be stored out of doore.
The loss from "weathering" alone must
be a large one—enough in twenty years
to go a long way toward buildiug a very
good barn.
Another very important part of the
farm equipment is the windmill, which
I believe every farmer should have unless he can obtain water from a spring
on higher
ground or prefers to have
some pumping power driven by gasoline
I could name many
or some like force.
farms where water is still carried in
pails to the stock. On the same farms,
too, the people are, of course, drawing
water from the well to supply all the
household needs, yet it would cost only
a few hundred dollars to give water
service to the dwelling, the barns and
the carriage house. An important item
in the equipmeut of the farm is modern
machinery of the most labor saving kind.
When a farmer selects his machinery he
should consider first how much labor it
will save and second itH cost. It will be
a losing operation for him to save $10 or
$15 ou the purchase of a machine that
will lose him a great deal of time in
running it. If a man will figure the
interest he pays on farm machinery and
add to the deterioration of the machines,
he will see that this does not go very far
in paying for the time of the hired man
A farmer can, by payto operate them.

tifty yeais have brought
many radical changes, but none more
Then methods uf
so than in rural life.
cultivating land were crude and profits
were many times at the expense of
fertility. Theu the newness had not
worn off and muscle was in demand to
subdue and fence the virgin soil. The
competition from the far west was unknown and New England had some show
of making prices.
To-day New England agriculture has
the whole world to compete with, the
fertility of the soil to restore and the
crop-producing with
problems of
economy to master. What wonder then
that the lirst impulse is discontent with
all its attendant disadvantages? What
wonder that men who have grown old in
farm life fail to welcome new methods
which alone will briug success'.' What
wonder that the young are led to despise the unprovable work of the farm?
What wonder that we find abandoned
farms as well as abandoned factories?
The great ueed to-day on the farm is
that of accepting the new conditions,
with that contented mind which aloue
faith in the glorious
can come from
future of New England agriculture,
working out the problems before us of
economic production, of wise disposals
of our crops, and of gathering about us
all ueeded things to make home pleasant.
The proper solution of these problems
requires: First, That we stopcompuriug
our lot with that of others but be contented; second, That we use our best
thought in deciding what to grow and
how to grow it, with a determined purwe unpose to do our best in whatever
ing $50 more on a machine, frequently
farming along save twice that on labor connected with
dertake. This means
special lines, for 1 believe the day is past that machine in a few years.—M. G.
when diversitied farming brings the Thurston in Tribune Farmer.
greatest success, ttouia you unuenane
fruit-growing'.' It should be with the inEconomy and Economy.
tent of raising perfect fruit, such as will
We hear a great (leal of talk about
It
markets.
best
ctiiniuend itself in the
economy, but there is a vast difference
meaus choice selection of trees, thorough between true
economy and false economy.
with
eudless
an
and
tight
cultivation,
True economy keeps everything in the
the
Does
dairy prove house in repair; false economy saves
worms and blight.
most attractive? Theu get stock you are this small
outlay, and ultimately is put
the
it
to
feed
greatest to the greater expense of either buying
produce
proud of,
results and take every opportunity to new
poods or paying for more extensive
test what is being done that you may be
repairs. True economy provides proper
sure of your profits.
tools and appliances for housekeeping,
Whatever branch of farming is underwhereas, through false economy, time,
taken the success will depend not only
labor, and often temper, are lost in unon judicious
labor, but also un an in- successful attempts to do without
telligent use of brains in planniug. things.
This includes puttiug whatever is for
True economy buys only good masale in an attractive form and with an terials, whether in clothing or food;
will
a
alone
this
In
houest value.
way
false economy buys cheap things, which
reputation be gained that makes selling either quickly wear oat, or, in the case
and
profitable.
easy
of food, are not nourishing; the results
It is absolutely impossible to do all
being the loss of health. True economy
this unless a man's whole soul is in his
provides an abundance of heat, light aud
business, unless he is doing his woik food, knowing that stint in any of these
with love for it, unless he is satisfied items mean
disproportionate expendiwith his calling. Under these circum- tures for the
physician.
stances not only will busines be successTrue economy eaves money and inful, but as au outgrowth his home will vests it in some way. False economy
be made attractive by things which con- fritters
away money in ill advised purduce to his comfort. His surroundings
some indulged in merely because
chases,
the
will advertise his business and eveu
they were cheap.
passing traveler will notice his prosOne case of false economy one often
perity.
sees in the farmhouse is having a handwith
each
filled
was
If New England
some parlor, where all the best chairs
homes, as I iloubt not it will some time and all the furniture, "too good for
abandoned
no
be
farms,
would
there
be,
everyday use" is stored. When one
no discouraged farmers and no occasion
steps into one of these rooms he feels
to discuss the needs of New England a* if he
ought to take off his shoes, or
agriculture.
at least walk on hie tip-toe·, and not
speak above a whisper. When I go into
Practices What He Preaches.
one of these rooms I always feel as if I
Having heard Professor Sanborn of was shut up in the bandbox with my
New Hampshire lecture many times in
grandmother's best "buunit." The
this state 011 the possibilities of New shades of such
parlor» are alwaye down
and
brain
when
England agriculture
to keep the sun from fading the carpet,
know
to
and
were
brawn
wishing
united,
and then the moths bave a royal time,
whether his practice backed up hie for
they love the darkness, and when
him
ia
I
or
not,
upon
dropped
preaching
the housewife goes on her semi-annual
unawares a short time ago and found him dirt
hunting expedition she will find
with sleeves rolled up and overalls on, that
have eaten holes in her carpet
they
leading and directing a crew of 12 or 15 almost big enough to put her foot
of
men just getting the last of his hay of!
through. Dear friends, do not keep
The
a meadow on one side of his farm.
such rooms, do not have th ings too good
a
tour
next morning we started out on
to use, as they only make you extra
of inspection, and I want to say right work, and
you make nothing by having
a
for
tramp useless
here, that 1 was richly paid
things. If you bave a parlor,
and
hills
the
over
team
of 175 miles by
open up the windows and let the sun
dales of Maine and New Hampshire. shine In; a faded carpet is better thau a
We traveled over the broad, smooth moth eaten one; use your good furniture,
fields from which he had just taken 300
you can use it without abusing it, you
tons of hay, aud 75 tons, more or less, of know. Enjoy what you have while you
oat and pea hay, then over his 30-acre are here, for if you do not use such
patch of potatoes, aud through his 40- things and enjoy them you had better
acre field of corn. We then went through not have
them, because you have to care
b-scow stable where 8 or 10 men were for them whether you use them or not."
milk
milking 120 cows, and saw his
How often we see a woman saving up
checks amounting to close up to $1,000 her furniture and not using it for fear
rethe
was
not
per month. All of this
sbr will wear it out Have you ever
sult of a fortune made in some other noticed as is sometimes the case, when
for
here
and
pleasure, Mrs. Number One goes beyond and Mrs.
business
just
speut
but lias been brought up from a small Number Two comes on the scene, that
of
the
from
proceeds
mainly
beginning
there is nothing in the house too good
the farm as he went along, and the eud for her to use.—Anna Glasgow in TribHis new barn which he is at une Farmer.
is not yet.
work upon, is 150 ft. long, 42 wide and 2
stories high at one end, with basement
Variety the Spice of Farm Life.
under the lower end with space for 60
If we would find a real rest, we
cows and a sub-basement for their dropmust keep out of the ruts on the farm.
pings, and an annex on one side long The treadmill of the farm is not nec80
his
When
enough for SO more.
so hard, it cannot be called
be cows he essarily
young creatures come to
work, but to some it becomes
dangerous
head
beof
herd
200
a
plans to carry
intolerable because of its monotony.
sides his young stock.
The work that is hard, that depresses
He told the writer some 20 years ago
us, is the work in which there is no
worn he was here lecturing, that when
relish. Everywhere we find the law of
be got through with an engagement be
variety imperative. We most get pay
had made to start an agricultural colout of our work, else it will crush us.
lege, in one of the western states, he was The principle of variety enables us to
coming back to the granite hills of New realize that few of us die of overwork.
Hampshire and see if he could prove in It is not effort, it is not exertion, but
practice what he had been preaching and stagnation that leads quickly to decay.
teaching.
from new opporwe shrink
When
To say he has made a grand success is
tunities, when we pile np our difficuldrawing it-mildly. What he has done, ties, our despondency, our discourageothers can do according to the measure
ments, we are either sick or tired. Let
of their capacity and pluck. If any of us save ourselves from the
paralysis of
the farmers of Maine feel discouraged listlessness.
to
made
be
cannot
think
and
farming
SanShort Dairy Notée.
pay, let them make a trip to Prof.
born's farm and they will come back
Do not change the feed suddenly.
Salt should be always accessible.
feeling all right.—R. W. Ellis in Maine
Farmer.
Clean and thoroughly air stable before milking.
Wheat crop experts are figuring that
Do not keep a cow that tests below 3
western farmers will get 80 cents for
per cent in butter fat
It
cost 37
this season's crop, and that
Use cooking soda to olean the milk
cents per bushel to produce it. One vessels; it Is better than soap.
on
mathematics
be
need
to
not
does
long
Dairy stock cannot be improved if
to conclude that wheat raising in Maine mixing of breeds is carelessly permitted
or Minoeaota has its bright aide.
to go on.
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for once she wrote an answer
ot them. Then my temper
(jot the better of me, and I began to
threaten lier. She sent me a letter then
Imploring me to go away, and saying
that It would break ber heart If any
scandal ebould come upon her Imeband.
She said that she would come down
when her husband was asleep at 3 In
with me
the morning nud speak
through the end window, If I would go
awav nfterwarl and leave ber In pence.
She came down and brought money
with h'.f. trying to bribe me to go.
This r.'.ade ine mad, and I caught her
ir-i i.u.l tried to pull her through the
windj.v. At that moment in nisbed
the liusbatd with his revolver In bis
h M,d Llsk· had surd: down upon the
-u t v. e were face t.» face. I was
also, an ! I beld up my gun to
<cr.re Id:.» off and lot me g"t away. He
t!
and missed me. I pulled off ali·' "ic siu:c instant, and down he
I made av:ay across the garden -u 1 as I went I beard the wiudow
shut behind me. That's God's truth,
gent Semen, every word of it; and 1
heard no more about it until that lad
came riding up with a note which made
me walk in here like a Jay and give
mvself into your hands."
A cab had driven up wldle the American bad been talking. Two uniformed
policemen eat inside. Inspector Martin rose and touched bis prisoner on the
shoulder.
ff
"It Is time for us to go.
"Can I see her first?''
"No, she Is not conscious. Sherlock
Holmes, I only hope that if ever again
1 have an Important case I shall base
the good fortune to have you by my
81
We stood at the window and watched
the cab drive away. As I turned back
mv eye caught the pellet of paper
widch the prisoner had tossed upon the
It was the note with which
table.
Holmes had decoyed him.
"See if you can read it. Watson, said
he, with a smile.
It contained no word, but this little
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t>*î *Return of

HOLMES
By A. CONAN DOYLE,

I

Author of "The Adventures of Sherlock Holme·."
"The Hound of the Baskervllles." "The Sign
of the Four." "A Study In Scarlet," Etc.

The Adventure of
the Dancing Men

I CONTINUED.]

husband into her confidence both point-

ed in that direction. I therefore cabled
to my friend, Wilson II a weave of the
New York police bureau, who has

than once made use of my knowledge of Loudon crime. I asked him
whether the name of Abe Klaney was
known to him. Here is the reply: 'The
most dangerous crook iu Chicago.' On
the very evening upon which I bad his
answer Hilton Cubitt sent me the last
message from Slaney. Working with
more

known letters, It took tills form:
ELSIE.RE. ARE TO MEET THY GO.

The addition of a Γ and a D completed
message which showed me that the
rascal was proceeding from persuasion
to threats, and uiy knowledge of the
crooks of Chicago prepared me to find
that he miyht very rapidly put his
words Into action. I at once came to
Norfolk with my friend and colleague.
Dr. Watson, but, unhappily, only in
time to find that the worst had already
a

occurred."

"it is a privilege to be associated
with you in the handling of a case,"
said the Inspector warmly. "You will
excuse me, however, if I speak frankly
to you. You are only answerable to
yourself, but I have to answer to my

superiors. If this Abe Slauey, living
at Elrige's, Is indeed the murderer, and
if he has made his escape while I am

BY F. D. STEELE

"You're crazy!" he cried fiercely. "It
he that was hurt, not she. Who
would have hurt little Elsie? I may
have threatened lier—God forgive me!
—hut I would not have touched a hair
of her pretty head. Take it back—you!
Say that she is not hurt!"
"She was found badly wounded by
the side of her dead husband."
lie sank with a deep groan on to the
settee and buried his fuee in his manacled hands. For five minutes he was
silent. Then he raised his face once
more and spoke with the cold composure of despair.
"I have nothing to hide from you,
gentlemen," said he. "If I shot the
man he had his shot at me, and there's
no murder In that.
But If you think I
could have hurt that woman, then you
I tell
don't know either me or her.
you, there was never a man In this
world loved a woman more than I loved

(Clfjrjgbt. 1903, I; A. Cinan Dojh and Cotlier* §
U',tkb.)
(Ctf)rt'h·. 1905, tf MiClurt, Phlllift 61 Ci.J
"What did you. do then, sir?" assea
the Inspector.
"I had every reason to suppose that
this Abe Klaney was an American,
since Aiie is aft American contraction
ami .since a letter from America had
been the starting point of all the trouI had also every cause to think
ble.
that there was some criminal secret
in the matter. The lady's allusions to
her past and her refusal to take her

ILLUSTRATED

was

No. 3 of the Series

I had a right to her. She was
pledged to me years ago. Who was
this Englishman that he should comc
between us? I tell you that I had the
first right to her and that I was only
claiming my own."
"She broke away from your influence
whcii she found the man that you are,"
said Ilolmes sternly. "She fled from
America to avoid you, and she married
an honorable gentleman In England.
You dogged her and followed her and
made her life a misery to her in order
to induce her to abandon the husband
whom she loved and respected In order
to fly with you, whom she feared and
You have ended by bringing
hated.
about the death of a noble man und
driving Ills wife to suicide. Thut is
your record In this business, Mr. Abe
Slaney, and you will answer for it to
the law."
"If Elsie dies I care nothing what
becomes of me," said the American.
her.

He opened one of Ills bauds and looked at a note crumpled up iu his palm.
"See here, mister," he cried, with a
gleam of suspicion iu his eyes, "you're

not trying to scare me over this, are
you? If the lady Is hurt as bad as

you say, who was It that wrote this
note?" He tossed it "forward on to the
table.
"I wrote it to bring you here."

one

•'r

ΰνορροί

line of

dancing

men:

"If YOU use the code which 1 have exsaid Holmes, "you will bud
that It simply means 'Come here at
once.' I was convinced that it was an
Invitation which he would not
sluce he could never Imagine that it
could come from any one but the lady.
And so, my dear Watson, we have ended by turning the dancing men to good
when they bave s· often been the
agents of evil, and I think that I bave
fulfilled my promis» of giving }ou
something unusual for your notebook
Three-fortv Is our train, and I fancj

plained,"

should' be

v-e

dlOrdv

back In Baker street for

The
one word of epilogue.
American, Abe Slaney, was condemned
to death at the wluter assizes at Norwich, but his penalty was changed to
penal servitude in consideration of rnltlirating circumstances and the certa uty that Hilton Cubitt had fired the first
Bhot.
Of Mrs. Hilton Cubitt I only
know that I bave heard she recovered
entirely and that she still remains a
widow, devoting ber whole life to toe
care of the poor and to toe administration of ber husband's estate.

ESSENTIAL IN BUSINESS.
Aklllty to Make

a

Clear, Straight·

forward Statement.

There are many qualities necessary
to success iu modern business life, but
there Is none of more Importance to a
man holding α position of responsibility than the power to make a plain,
straightforward, busiuesslike stateThe quality of fluency Is not
ment.
so much what is required as the qualities of accuracy and clearness, deflniteness and brevity, tact and judgment.
If we are not clear and precise it Is
certain that those who listen to us
will be no more clear when we have
flulshed than we are ourselves, probably much less so. We must have no
vague and misty ideas about the subject, but they must be crystallized and
ietlnite. These qualities of our thought
mil speech, however, cannot be left to

chance.
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UL'ESS TUE

VERY BEST CASE Γ CAN MAKE FOU MYSELF IS
ABSOLUTE NAKED TRUTH."

TIIE

■euted here I should certainly get iiito
serious trouble."
"You need not be uneasy. He will
not try to escape."
"IIow do you know?"
"To fly would be a confession of

guilt."

"Then let us go to arrest him."
"I o::pect L'iui here every instant."
"But why should he come'/"
"Because I have written and asked

Idiu."

Is incredible. Mr. Holmes!
Why shorkl he come because you have
ft.ikc.1 bin;? Would not such a reijuest
rather rsv.se his suspicions and cause

"Ruf this

him to fly?"
"I think I have known how to frame
the letter." said Sherlock Holmes. "In
f:!ct, if I Hin not very much mistaken,
here is the gentleman himself coming
up the drive."
A man was striding up tl:v path
which led to the door. He was a tall,
handsome, swarthy fellow, clad in a
suit of gray flannel, with a panama
hat, u 'bristling black beard and a
great, aggressive hooked nose, and
flourishing a cane as he walked. Ile
swaggered up the path as if the place
belonged to him, and we heard his loud,
at the bell.

confident peal
"1 think, geutlemen," said Holmes
quietly, "that we had best take up our
position behind the door. Every precaution is necessary when dealing with
such a fellow. You will need your
handcuffs, inspector. You can leave the
talking to me."
We waited In silence for a minute—
oue of those minutes which one can
Then the door opened
never forget.
and the man stepped in. In an instant
Holmes clapped α pistol to his head,
and Martin slipped the handcuffs over
his wrists. It was ull done so swiftly
and deftly that the fellow was helpless before he knew that be was atHe glared from one to the
tacked.
other of us with a pair of blazing black
eyes. Then he buret into a bitter laugh.
"Well, gentlemen, you have the drop
on me this time. I seem to have knocked up agulnet something hard. But I
came here In answer to α letter from
Mrs. Hilton Cubltt. Don't tell me that
she is in this! Don't tell me that she
helped to eet a trap for me!"
"Mrs. Hilton Cubitt was seriously Injured and Is at death's door."
The man gave a hoarse cry of grief,

which rang through the house.

^

"You wrote It? There was no one
on euith outside the Joint who knew
the secret of the dancing men. How
caiue you to write It?"
"What one man can Invent another
"There is
ran discover," said Ilolmes.
α cab coming to convey you to Norwich, Mr. Slaney. But meanwhile you
have time to make some small reparation for the injury you have wrought
Are you aware that Mrs. Hilton Cubitt

has herself lain under grave suspicion
of the murder of her husband and that
it was ouly my presence here and the
knowledge which I happened to possess which has saved her from the ac
cusatton? The least that you owe hei
is to make It clear to the whole worlo
that she was in no way,
indirectly, responsible for

directly 01
his tragic

end."
"I ask nothing better," said the Amer"I guess the very best case I
ican.
can make for myself is the absolute
[naked truth."
"It Is my duty to warn you that It
will be used against you," cried the
inspector, with the magnillcent fail
play of the British criminal law.
Slaney shmgged bis shoulders.
"I'll chance that," said he. "First ot
all, I want you gentlemen to under-

stand that I have known this lady
since she was a child. There were seven of us In a gang In Chicago, and Elsie's father was the boss of the Joint,
ne was a clever man, was old Patrick.
It was he who Invented that writing,
which would pass as a child's scrawl
unless you Just happened to have the
key to It Well, Elsie learned some of
our ways, but she couldn't stand the
business, and she had a bit of honest
all
money of her own, so she gave us
the slip and got away to London. She
had been engaged to me, and she would
have married me, I believe, if I had
taken over another profession, J>ut she
would have nothing to do with anything on the cross. It was only after
her marriage to this Englishman that I
was able to find out where she was. I
wrote to her, but got no answer. After
that I came over, and, as letters were
no use, I
my messages where ehe

put

could read them.
"Well, I have i:*>eu here a month
now. I lived on that i?rm, where I had
a room down below, ui. l could get In
and out every night and mo one the
wiser. I tried all I could to ΐν·>χ Elsie
awav

1J

I knew that she

·-.

=

-·

reaif the

ι

uies-

They

are

attained

as

the re-

sult of effort, of careful and Independent thought on the subject for ourselves, of looking at it from many
l>oints of view, and thus satisfying
ourselves and those who listen to us
that we thoroughly understand what
we are talking at>out. Having derided
what to say and having properly arranged It, the last point Is how to say
It. The lirst essential is to speak distinctly, then to be natural, straightforward, lucid, neither to strive after effect nor to exaggerate, but to give the
Impression that we are ourselves courinml of the cogency and force of our
3\vu coûtent ion.—Technics.
Λ I.oM

CuNtom.

Among the lost customs of merry
England js that of the milkmaids' proIt was a May day observfession.
The manucr of their going was
mce.
is follows:
They borrowed a great
luantlty of silver plate—not sham
l>late, real gold plate—dishes, butter
boats, cream jugs, tankards, etc. They
built up the plate round an obelisk,
[•rownlug the whole with a tea urn.
l'hey arranged the most showy flowers
jf the season between and about the
lilver.
This obelisk was carried by two
?hairmeu iu gold laced hats aud followed by a troop of handsome milkmaids dressed in pink and blue gowns,
'drawn through the pocket holes,"
whatever that menus, with high heeled
dioes, mob cap*, lappets of lace on
their shoulders, nosegays in their bosims and flat "Wellington hats" covA tiddler went
ered with ribbons.
lirst in a sky blue coat and hat adorned
with ribbons. The procession stopped
before the doors of the customers and
the milkmaids danced.—London

Queeu.

Bright'· Dlftvane.
Of the victims of Uriglit's disease
17 per cent are over threescore years
old.

Hood's

SarsaparDla enjoys the dis-

fadSSnctU'

est· curative and

^

*

preventive

medicine the world has ever
known· it is an all-round
medicine, producing its unequalled effects by parity-

vitalizing
Mood
S
health and

and enriching
which the
strength ofevery
organ, bone and tissue deon

pend.

Accept

no

substi-

tute for Hood's, bat insist on having Hood's

AND ONLY HOOD'S.
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Boar, the Water Buffalo
Ëleplauut.
Animals when wild constantly die a
lingering death from injury to tbo
hkin, whether caused, as usually happens in tropical countries, by wounds
aggravated by insects or by cutaneous
disease; hence the pains which they
take in making their toilet and in the
The

State·

$HO a Tom.
"The clri! war led R> the establishment of a lot of little private coaling
stations all over the world by thrifty
persons who hoped ifiut Uncle gain's
Khips might come that way about the
time that they needed coal real bad,"
"The old
said an old naval official.
Vanderbilt in 1802 had an experience
vf that sort. She was looking for the
Alabama like a good many more of the
Federal ships, and she came to St.
Helena just about the time that she
was out of coal. The officers were delighted to see α red headed Scotchman
sitting on a coal pile on the dock, and

once opened up negotiations
with him.
He demanded $30 a ton
gold, and as the rate of exchange was
then $2.85 this made the price $80 a
ton of Uncle Sam's money.
"The officers protested and refused
to take the coal. They put to sea, hoping to reach another port l>efore their
stock gave out, but after a run of a

they at

few hours the weather began to get
nasty, and there was nothing for it but
to put back and buy 1,000 tons of the
Scotchman's coal.
"He said that he liked the United
States and sympathized with the north
in the war, but he had been sitting on
that coal pile for a long time waiting
for an American ship to come along,
und sympathy didn't buy tliings."New York Times.

Wild

and the

Pnld

use

and

Feata of Cooklne and Eatlnir Performed at Dlsar Altltndea.
One of Blondin's most applauded
feats was making an omelet while balancing on his rope at a dizzy height.
When crossing Niagara he performed
this culinary exploit, which he subsequently repeated in England in many
strange situations, not the least being
above the Thames, which he crossed
more than once.
The summit of Salisbury's spire wan
used as a kitchen in 10ΓΛ when a
plumber named llendley, having surmounted its height of 400 feet, proceeded with the utmost nonchalance to
cook an ample repast consisting of a
shoulder of mutton and a couple of
fowls. Again In 1702, when the same
spire stood in need of repair, James

water

species

It is at once a syringe, a powdering
and a hand.
Water, mud and dust are the main
"applications" used, though it sometimes covers a sun scorched back with
grass or leaves. "Wounded elephants,"
writes Sir Samuel Baker, "have a marvelous iKjwer of recovery when in their
wild state, although they have 110 gifts
of surgical knowledge, their simple
system being confined to plastering
their wounds with mud or blowing
dust upon the surface. I)ust and mud
comprise the entire pharmacopoeia of
the elephant, and this is applied upon
the most trivial as well as upon the

puff

serious occasions.

them, when in

I

have seen

tank, plaster up

α

a

from

bullet wound with mud taken
the bottom."—London Spectator.

CHINESE SERVANTS.
Tlif}· I'iinn ΛΙιιιικ Information
Altout Tlirlr Kmployer·.
In China it is a common tlii'iig for
some people to bewail the lack of a
cook, while their ne!ght>ors have numbers offering themselves directly the
vacancy occurs. The reason of this is
How

quite

amazement of the onlookers, whose
health they drank at the conclusion o'
the feast.

other causes which Inconvenience liiai.
If the employer be iu the habit of making his servants pay for lost or broken
articles a chalk mark will be found on
the bottom of the saucepan, w'iich will

AN ENGLISH HERO
RrltUh

Remarkable

Tribute

to

the

Ability of Xclaou.
The time Las come when we can specially do honor to Nelson's memory
without wounding the reelings of other
nations. The tirst tiling to he noted
concerning 1dm U that lie is the only
man who has ever lived who by universal consent is without a peer. In
every walk of life except that which
Nelson chose as his own you will lind

several competitors for the first place,
each one of whom will have many supporters. Alexander of Macedon, Han-

nibal, Caesar, Marlborough. Frederick
the Great and Napoleon have been severally put forward for the palm of generalship. To those who would acclaim

Uicbelieu as the first of statesmen othwould oppose Chatham or William
Pitt or favour or Bisman k or Marquis
Ito. Who was the first of sculptorsV
Who the first of painters? Who the
first of poets? In every case there is u
great difference of opinion. Ask. however, who was the first of admirals,
and the unanimous reply will still be.
"Nelson," tried as he was by many
years of high command in war. It is
ers

not only among his fellow countrymen
that hie pre-eminence Is acknowledged.
Foreigners admit it as readily as we
proclaim It ourselves.—Admiral Sir Cy-

priau Bridge

in ('ornhill Magazine.

ODDITIES OF AUTHORS.
Literary Light· Who Were Conaple·
noua by Their Attire.
In telling of the various means of
self advertisement adopted by certain

authors u critic says that Alexandre
Dumas, the elder, delighted to appear
In the uniform of the national guard of
France, with medals pinned to his
breast, though It Is doubt fid whether
his motive was anything deeper than a
"lie
vain childish delight in gauds.
was the sort of man," one of his enemies once remarked, "who was capable
of riding behind his own carriage in
order to prove that he kept a negro in
his service."
A certain literary person once appeared in the stalls of a London theater wearing a jeweled brooch In his
hulr, but be was anticipated in

long

this respect by Theophile (iautier,
whose many colored waistcoat was alIn
ways the most conspicuous object
and even
any theater which he entered,
his
by Disraeli, with his rings outside
gloves and his green trousers.
It is said that M. Paul Bourget also
a
wore green trousers when he was
denizen of the Latin quarter, but that

was in the days of poverty 'and early
struggles, and perhaps he bad no oth-

not easily be rubbed off.
The ( hlnese "boy" makes his mark
behind the bedroom or pantry door and
the waterman his on the botum of
tubs. These signs are said to have
been originally adopted Ly the Chinese
from the Tamils.
Why Hume Men Are Suprmtltlou*.
Then· are men who have a c >.ig -:ii·
tal tendency to distrust fait·. Willi tlii*
better half of their minds tin·;.' may be
optimists, but there is a eorner which
Is never free from the pain of lVar, t!ie

fear of a sort of transcendental spile.
Plutarch said of the superstitious that
they believed in the gods and believe·!
them to be unfriendly. Some survival
of this pagan notion remains to Hii*

even among those wh »*e reiisouu
ble conviction and reverent faith alik"
lead them to totally opposite conclusions. They do not believe they will
have more misfortunes if they take a
house which is numbered Ι.'ΐ than if
they took one numbered .'il. I»i:t they
avoid the former in order to qui t tir.-lr
London
own
painful imaginations.

day

—

Spectator.

M am'* Voire.

Mme. Mara had a voice that extended from middle <} to Κ in alt and was
one of the most facile and flexible ever
She delighted in the tlorld
known.
music of liasse, Gratin, Beudu, Jommelll, Pergalese, I'orpora. Sacchiui and
others of that school, and with the utmost ease executed passages that are

now consigned to solo instruments,
such as the violin and flute. She held
the stage from 1771 to 1802, with an
occasional appearance after the latter
date.

Charlotte Onuhmnn.
One Icy night Charlotte Cushman
and Lawrence Barrett came out of the
theater together. 'Hie steps were dangerously slippery, and it was with difficulty that they kept their feet at all.
As they totteringly descended the great
actress said to lier companion, quite
in lier Lady Macbeth manner: "Take
a g >od grip on my arm, Lawrence, and
If I slip hold on like grim death. Hut
if you slip in the name of heaven let

go!"

Explained.

do you dislike cigaMiss Knox--Because they are
dangerous.
Sapleigh—But 1 have
smoked them for ten years, and they
Miss Knox—
haven't killed me yet.
Yes, I know, and that's one reason
why I object to them.—Chicago News.

Saplelgh—Why

rettes?

The Better

Way

When Ruakln Waa

felt houored that so many young men
who were superior to him socially
should have condescended to accept his
invitation. This disinclined us to keep
up the acquaintance, although
the losers thereby."

we were

Chimney Stark· Left Standing.
Some curious beliefs still linger in
country parts. For instance, In Hertfordshire when ancient houses pre destroyed the chimney stacks are left iutact, the popular theory being that the
bouses are still Id existence while these
remain standing. This may be u sur-

The tissues of the throat

are

SCOTT'S

EMULSION

Way.
"You're Just spoiling the baby," remonstrated the young mother.
"That must be a mistake." responded
the new grandfather. "Everybody else
says the baby is spoiling me."—Chicago Tribune.

dividual waists, a fashion too practica.
Moreover
to be easily superseded.

waists a trifle warmer than those 01
the thinnest lingerie materials are be
ginning to feel comfortable these crisp
cool mornings.
Exclusive waist houses and waist de
partmcnts of department stores hav«
ready made and are making to unlet
practical shirl waists «if S.t \ >ny Man
uel that launder as well a-t col toi.
fabrics. Some of tlte sm.irtt'si of thcst

in small stripes and checks on i.
white background fastened with medi
urn sized pearl buttons down ih·' from
and tini<h< d with a stitched pocket 01
the upper left side.
Cashmere, heurletta and nun's veil
ing in soft pastel shades are agaiL
are

A MODISH TAFFETA S1I.K WAIST,

'flics·· :ire ilaintl
trimmed willi l;n··· inserting or hit <>l
baud embroidery. ami the οχρ»?.·ι i.e ill»·
woman who so desires may buy h
plainly fashioned waist, adding tin· lit
tie* smart touches in the way of liann
work.
An exceedingly effective waist, ami
by the way. quite inexpensive, was
made of white linn's veiling wltL
hunches of tucks hoth back and front
Between the tueks on either side wen
small hand embroidered stars in a prêt
ty shade of blue. The cuffs were dee|
and tinely tucked, and a tucked stock
with a soft blue silk tie added a be

enormously popular,

ly

coming finish.

The fashion of buttoning the waist
down the back, which scorns mort
popular than ever, admits of inanv
charming ways of trimming which
Till*
would otherwise be Impossible.
fact was demonstrated in a dressy
white taffeta waist whose charm was
its novel trimming. This consisted ol
a tiny little square in front formed ot
rows of lace inserting around which
and tnrneii at the corners were bla*
pieces of tli<· silk attached successive
ly in four rows, each piped with a sug
Thl»
gestion of >ot't blue taffeta.
square yoke effect extended well down
to (lie bust line in front, giving a quit*
broad should.-te l effe.-i.aud terminated
In the back in a short square yoke. Tin.
sleeve» were made with plain deep ctiffi
finished at the top with two correspond
ing bias pieces pi|ntl with blue.
Lingerie waists of handkerchief liner
and other sheer fabrics will be »vori.
during the winter with the tailor row»
and for indoor purposes. To be worn
with these, silk ttnderslips. to jrlve additional warmth, may be found read ν
made. These are brought out in blue,
pink and a pretty shade of la vernier,
but white is more generally worn.
fOur readers may have any i|u<-*tlon
concernlnsr fashions or fabrics answered
by Ren<· Peveraux. the fashion expert, bv
addreHxln»; R--ne Peveraux. Ρ. Ο Ι',οχ -.fS,
Madison Square. New York. Inctuelng
stamp for reply.]

THE SEA EAGLE.
Hoir

Pirate
Powerful
I'atrhr· Kldrr Uucka.

Till*

Bird

Iu summer the principal food of the
white tailed sea eagle is salmon, varied by sea birds common along the InIn autumn, wbeu
lets of Greenland.
the salmon have ascended to the lake*,
the birds resort to the sea. They apfor
pear to have a special fondness
eider duck, which are taken by strateStationed near the water in u
gy.
commanding position, with a background of cliff, the color of which assimilates with that of the eagle'·
plumage, he sits motionless until a
flock of ducks settles near him. After
a time one or two dive in search of
food, but not until all have gone under
together does the eagle make a sign.
He then glides swiftly to the spot and
circles over it close to the water. With
his sharp eyes he can detect the bird*
before they reach the surface. At tlrst
he is not usually successful, for as
soon as they become aware of the presence of the enemy they dive again in-

Hut in time they are obligtnl
to come up for air. and then one of
them Invomcs an easy victim. A full
grown eider drake Is easily lifted up
and borne away in the talons of this
powerful pirate.—London I-'leld.
WUiIoiii'm End.

"While he

was

under thirty his par-

and it cures the cold. That's ents had too much sense to let him
what is necessary. It soothes the marry."
"Yes."
throat because it reduces the
"While he was under fifty he had too
because
irritation ; cures the^cold
much sense to wed."
"I see."
it drives out the inflammation ;

how Scott's Emulsion deals with

The Other

in the windows a more artistic arrange
of fashionable apparel.
This season seems to excel any pre
vious one in its charming variety of in

ment

inflamed and irritated; you
cough, and there is more irritation—more coughing. You take
a cough mixture and it eases the
irritation—for a while. Y ou take stantly.

builds up the weakened tissues
because it nourishes them back
now
almost
but
ancient
some
vival of
forgotten legal right.—London Chroni- to their natural strength. That's

cle.

By RENE DEVERAUX.
At iiny rate the olil time idea that U
stand iu front of a shop window am
gaze at its content» was a mark o.
provincialism no longer applies t<
"little old New York." Certainly hen
old New Yorkers and the struugei
within her gates gather together U
This is nut to bt
look and admire.
wondered at, however, for in no othei
city in the world Is there to he seet

satisfied with everything concerning the owuurs of the house, Inn that
he is obliged to leave owing to debts or

ers.

gnobblah.
Leveson«(lower in his memoirs tells
of an occasion on which ituskiu was
snobbish. He says: "Ruskin on one occasion gave a large supper, to which
he invited some of the leading undergraduates, whom he did not know. His
speech on this occasion did not make
He said be
a favorable impression.
could hardly express how much he

Embroidered Cashmeres.

that each cook hands 011 to his successor his employer's "character." This ho
does by means of a saucepan left
standing in the kitchen.
If the place be considered a good one
a saucepan will be left on the ground
with the lid put 011 properly. If the lid
be put on wrong way uppermost It
means that the plaee is α good one and
that the eook has only left for α time
and means to return as soon as he can.
If the lid he put half in and half o it of
the saucepan It indicates that the place
is a good one, hut the master is stingy.
If the lid he on properly and some rice
he left in it it shows that the servant is

Grist, to whom the job was intrusted,
cooked and ate α dish of beaus and bacon, to the astonishment of the «rowd
collected below.
Oil one occasion live adventurous
spirits under the leadership of a certain I'lerre Houhaud, taking with tiiem
cooking utensils, scaled the spire ot
Bayeux cathedral. On reaching the gigantic gilded statue of St. Michael,
which then stood on tlio summit, they
proceeded to cook their dinner, which
they ate with great gusto, much to the

Displays a Part of th· Lift
Waist», Practical and Dressy, li
Tempting Styles—Saxony Flannel ant

Window

"cosmetics."

of

often seek fresh water to wash in, difbirds choose different
ferent land
earths in which to dust and also wash
in water, and nearly every tropica)
animal, i luding the tiger, bathes eith
In water or in mud. Perhaps the
best known mud bathers are the wild
boar, the water buffalo and the elephant. The latter has an Immense advantage over all other animals in the
use of it* trunk for dressing wounds.

most

HIGH LIVING.

selection

Among birds the salt

OUR m YORK
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a
or

sore

throat,

bronchitis.

a

cough,

WE'LL. SEND YOU
A SAMPLE FREE.

a

cold,

"Now that he's eighty-flve"—
"Well?"
"He's going to take a wife."—Louisville Courier-Journal.
Domrallr Need».

you want downtown toda«\ my dear? Shall I order
that self raising flour?
some
plenty left. Rut I wish
a" intelligence ollh-e
you
/
\elf rising servant girl.

Husband—Anything

moopbf

Wife—w^tf\e

SCOTT 6 BOWNE, '"JiTlXr' iVfrnerr^w-t

—J
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AH levai advertisements
ADTEBTraBMEiro :
are glTen three connective Insertions for $i.J0
column. Special contracts
of
per Inch In length
made with local, transient and yearly advertis—

er·.

Job Prutuo .-—New type, fast presses, steam
low prices
power, experience·! workmen and
combine to make this department of our business complete and popular.

Coming

Events.

Pomona unuige, Bolster's
Not. 7.—Oxford
Mills.
ltf.—Annual
meeting of Maine State
Nov M, 15,
Pomoioglcal Society, Grange Hall, Canton.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

Paris Hill.

Ladles' Furnishing Store.

Blue Stores.
Thomas Smiley.
Kevelatlon Shoes.
Probate Notices.
Appointment of Administratrix.
Non resident Taxes.
Notice of Bankruptcy.

riret Baptist Church. Bev. E. O. Taylor, paetor
Preaching every Sunday at 10:48 A. M. Sunday
Sabbath Evening Service at
School at 12 M.
7 JO p. M. Y. P. S. C. E. Tuesday evening.
evening at 7.30. CoveThursday
Prayer Meeting
nant Meeting the last FrMav before the 1st
Sunday of uie month at 2:30 F. M. All no*
otherwise connected are cordially invited.
Universalis! Church. Sunday School every
Sunday at 10:45 ▲. u.

Miss E. G. May has closed her summer home here and returned last Wednesday to her Boston residence for the
winter.
Mrs. F. E. Beedy, who has been staying at Dr. M. M. Houghton's, returned
to Lewiston Saturday in company of Dr.

Houghton.

Mrs. M. K. Greene of Revere, Mass.,
will spend the winter with her sisters,
Mrs. M. A. Green and Dr. Houghton.
Miss Louise B. Babcock of New Orleans, who has been at The Beeches during the summer, died very suddenly
there Saturday, from valvular disease of
the beau. The remains were taken to
New Orleans for interment.
FOBBES

DISTBICT.

Mr. and Mrs. Smith and daughter
from Dixtield stopped with J. Q. Allen
Maine News Notes.
a few days the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Perrena are stopping
wife's mother, Mrs. Mary Howe,
Louis GratTam, a man well known to with his
Paris.
the local officers, was captured by a of
Mrs. Frank Robbins and son have
policeman while breaking into a South come to
spend the winter with Mr.
Portland store Tuesday night. The
officer was obliged to handle him quite Joseph Ellingwood.
roughly in making the capture.
West Sumner.

The tramp who was at the Hackett
Saturday evening Dr. and Mrs. E. G.
farm in Keadtield at the time of the Marston received their friends in the
has
who
and
Mattie Hackett murder,
vestry of the Universalist church. It
since been held as a witness, was last was the largest wedding reception that
week released. It is practically ad- has been held here for some time. So
mitted that in this most mysterious of large a company gathered that there was
Maine murders, there is not evidence hardly room to dance until late in the
enough to warrant an arrest.
eveuing, when many of the older ones
returned home. Towle's full orDaniel Durgin, a well known guide in had
discoursed sweet music. Fruit
the region about Bingham, was fatally chestra
was served by Miss Sparks, sister
•hot by Herman Popp of Boston, a punch
of the bride. Among those present
sportsman whom he was guiding in the from out of town were the bride's
woods about ten miles north of The
Mr. and Mrs. Sparks, of Brewer.
Forks, Tuesday. Durgin was brought parents. Mrs. Marston
were presented
I)r. and
out a number of miles over a rough
with a sum of money with which they
road, and an operation wits begun ima
are to purchase
piece of furniture of
mediately, but he was so exhausted that their own
choosing.
he diet! during the operation. A warAlgernon Ryerson and daughter of
rant for negligent shooting has been
Minot are visiting at Mrs. Rosetta

issued against Popp.
The

body

of John A. Starrett,

a

Ryerson's.
Last Sunday

Maine

a

very

quiet wedding

Central Railroad conductor, was found took place at the home of Mrs. Victoria
in the Penobscot river, near Hampden, Bonney when Miss Ella Newell, daughStarrett left the road, two ter of Oscar Newell of Sumner, was
on the 14th.
months ago, because of ill health and, united in marriage with Mrs. Bonney's
No trace of son. Arthur Bonney.
The ceremony was
on the 9th went for a walk.
him was found until his body was re- performed by the Rev. E. O. Taylor.
while
that
is
It
of
the
covered.
supposed
family were
Only members
walking on the river bank he was present.
stricken with heart disease, to which he
Lin Farrar, son of Freeman Farrar, who
was subject, and fell into the water. has been ill with typhoid fever, has so
He was M years old. A widow survives. far recovered as to be able to ride out
and walk short distances.
Harry E. Andrews, formerly a Maine
Mrs. Mary Moore of Prospect Harbor,
newspaper man, has been appointed
who attended the convention of the
managing editor of the Los Angeles
Sisterhood at South Portland,
Times by General H. G. Otis, general Pythian
was in town Thursday visiting her aunt,
manager and editor of the paper. Mr.
Mrs. E. G. Small. Mrs. Moore was here
Andrews has been connected with the
thirteen years ago.
Times in various capacities for the past
Dogs of the sheep killing species are
seven years in both the business and
somewhere in this vicinity.
editorial departments, having recently to be found
Moses Dow has lost eight sheep out of
been city editor. He went to Los Angehis flock and another is missing. Three
les from Lewiston, and acquired an
Swift's flock shared the same
interest in the Times, with which he has of Oscar
fate and tifteen more are missing.
since been c< anected.
Thursday evening Mr. and Mrs.
An attemj was made on the life of Arthur Bonney received their friends in
Ernest Cyr of Eddington. one night re- the vestry of the Universalist church.
cently. Cyr was attracted by 'he bark- A merry company gathered and with
ing of a dog and when ne raised the music and dancing the evening passed
kitchen window a ritle bullet came pleasantly. Among those present from
crashing through, missing his head but out of town were the bride's sister, Mrs.
It was afterward found Arno Austin and little son of West Peru.
a few inches.
that a man had been secreted in a wood- Mr. and Mrs. Bonney were presented
pile near the house. There is no clue with a sum of money with the request
Mr. Cyr knows of no enerny that they buy something in memory of
as yet.
who would make such an attempt on his their friends.
life and the only theory is of robbery, as
Mrs. Francetta Fletcher has had anhe frequently had a considerable sum of other slight shock. She has become
money in his house.
perfectly helpless and it is with great
difficulty that she swallows her food.
» ausworwiTtie season ai me υια
She is being tenderly cared for by her
Loagfellow house, Portland, closed the
Mrs. Arthur Chandler.
14th, with a total paid attendance of sister,
7,#38, the largest yet. Last year it was
but 6500, the largest up to that time.

The sale of souvenirs shows the same
increase. About '29,300 have paid admission to the house since it was tirst
opened in 1901. The fame of this house
and its contents is fast extending over
the world and it will be known as one of
the most noted of the old-time houses of
America on exhibition. It has no equal
of its character now in the world. Portland is fortunate in having this early
home of Longfellow and his notable connections, as an addition to its beauty and
places of entertainment for the interest
of its many visitors.
Dr. George Harris is one of the great
scholars whom Maine has given to the
educational and religious world. He is
a native of East Mac bias where he was
born in 1844. He is a graduate of Amherst and of Andover Seminary and has
received degrees from Amherst, Harvard, Yale and Dartmouth. After distinguished pastorates at Auburn and
Providence he was elected president of
Amherst College in 1^91* which position
he now holds. He has occupied the position of preacher to Dartmouth College and to Harvard University and his
occasional sermons and addresses have
been notable for great learniug, depth of
thought, brilliant language and eloquent
delivery. It is now said that Dr. Harris
is likely to be called to Philadelphia as
the president of the University of Pennsylvania—one of the great institutions of
learning in this country. Amherst
will not willingly give him up.

Fryeburg Academy.
Saturday, Oct. 14, Dr. Gordon and Mr.
Robinson inspected the various buildings
to

a fair crop of winter

A

C. S. Bacon is having quite a serious Wednesday evening.
Mrs. C. D. Manny of Newcastle, N.
time from the effects of the nail which
entered his foot and bas had the foot B., is epending a month with her mother,
lanced twice. Dr. Wheeler attends the Mrs. A. F. Copeland.
Mr H. C. Andrews was called to
case.
the funeral of Mrs.
Quite a number from here attended Buckfieldto attend
the Rebekah Assembly held at Portland Nellie, widow of the late Dr. DeCoster,
last Tuesday. Mrs. Andrews has been
last week.
illness and
Nathan Brock has moved his family with her sister during her
Clatiin's down stairs rent. many friends express deep sympathy for
into Mrs.
so
sadly bereaved.
Frank Dunham's family, who have oc- those who have been
Mrs. DeCoster was a long-time resident
cupied the upstairs rent in the
much beloved.
houee, have moved into the upper rent of Bethel and
Mr. Archibald has returned to the
in the Hannibal Curtis house recently
News office, having enjoyed i vacation
vacated by Edmund Harlow.
last Friday of three weeks.
The Dime Social held
».
».
Miss Daisy Dixon went to Kennebunk
evening with Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates,
Miss
of
the
to
attend
wedding
the
of
Universalist
Tuesday
under the auspices
Good Will Society, was well attended Bertha WiUiame, formerly stenographer
and proved a most pleasant affair. The in the News office.
Thursday the ladies of the Universalist
rooms were nicely and conveniently arannual fair and chicken
ranged and the company was first enter- society held their
and
tained by a nice musical program which pie supper. The tables of fancy
useful articles were well supplied and
was as follows:
patronized and several new attractions
1. Duet, Rough Riders,
The supper addMrs. Irish ami Mise Lane. were added this year.
ed to the previous good record the ladies
•i." Song, I'm Trying so Hani to Forget You.
Mrs. Farnham.
of the society have earned and it was all
Mr. Irish.
3 Trombone Solo, selected,
a successful affair.
4. Song, Why Don't they Play with Me,
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Kilborn went to
Madge Tuell.
j" Piano Duet, Over Hill and Dale,
South Paris Friday to visit Mrs. kilMrs. Irish and Mies Lane.
Mrs. S. Porter
Mrs. Jennie Bates. born's parents, Mr. and
β' Solo, Sing me to Sleep,
7. l'lanola, a. Barber of Seville.
de
Polka
Concert.
b.
Oct. 14, Miss Isabel Shirley
.Mrs. Ella Bates.
was in Portland to attend the funeral of
8. Musical Romance.
Miss Cornelia Dow.
Following the mueic was an art exhibit
Rev. Arthur Shirley has returned to
of thirty numbers to be catalogued by his home in Stratford, Conn., after
were distributed
the guests. These
spending three weeks in Bethel with
about the rooms, some of them being his sisters at Riverside Cottage.
very ingenious. Among the best were
these three:
Albany.
1. A very large baked potato burst through the
Apple picking is about through with
centre.
here, and buyers are beginning to crawl
Answer: The Bust of a Commentator.
out of their holes slowly. At first they
2. A can of mustard partly spilled.
Answer: Mustered In and Mustered Out.
pushed out the price ahead of them at
5. A few common tacks scattered over a plate $2.00 per barrel and then §2.10, and now
of tea.
some of them have crawled fairly out
Answer: The Cause of the Revolutionary War.
and stand up and say $2.30, but the
Much merriment was afforded by this raisers here shake their heads and say
exhibit, and after this charades were $2.50 if you please, for my apples are
played. The children had a room spe- very nice and large.
T—
cially prepared for them where games
The report comes from Mrs. Ora il.
were played and a general good time enSaunders, who is in the hospital at
joyed by all.
Portland, that she has passed through a
Advertised letters in West Paris post successful operation and will be able to
office Oct. 20:
leave the hospital within a few days.
Mrs. A. R. Annas.
Mrs. Etta Cummings, the wife of oui
Mrs. Wlllard T. Bedre.
postmaster, W. E. Cummings, is in a
Edna A. Cole.
very critical condition in the Sisters
George W. Davidson.

samej

...

^Saturday,

Hospital, Lewiston, where she

Miss Jennie Dunham.
Eugene Field.
J. F. Fuller.
Mrs. Wlnfleld Farrar.
J. W. Glbbs.
Mrs. Frances Harlow.
EMena M. Jordan.
G. D. Little Held.
Mrs. Nellie Rowe.

The corn put up at our factory is
ing shipped to Portland. There was
a few days' work at labeling and

bebut
the

bulk of the cans were unlabeled.
John Lurvey has built him a hen
house, and H. G. Brown is making an
addition on the west side of his stable
for winter quarters for pullets of which
he has about 90. He will also winter 75
hens.

two
ford.

grandchildren

I

Big

I

[

East Sumner.

As the result of the fine autumn
weather ripe berries are still found. On
the 14th inst. Lauren Keen picked a full
grown ripe strawberry in his field, and on
I Sunday Mrs. Lester E. Robinson ate ripe
strawberries from her garden.
Mrs. Hassan of Brockton, Mass., and
Miss Josie Robinson of Norway have
been visiting their mother, Mrs. Lester
Robinson.
Rev. L. W. Muttart attended the
Congregational conference at Qorham.
Ι X. H., last week.
Charles Sewall is to leave the old
place soon, and we hear that Luther
Hoilie has rented the same.
Charles 6. Cushman has returned from
a visit to friends in Massachusetts.
Frank L. Barrett is buying apples as
usual. Some have sold for $2.00 a

barrel.

I

mother felt like

from North Water

Success to the new firm is n(
more than they deserve, as they hav<
gone thoroughly with their work of re

two.

pairing.

Dr. Hubbard of Lovell was m towi
to-day to consult with A. L. Bean (the
cogtractor of the Albany telephone line
in regard to a line under contemplatioi
in Lovell from Lovell village to Nortb

Lovell.

A. S. Cole left with W. H. Farnbam ο
Locke's Mills for Franklin County t<
canvass as usual amongst the farmen
for seeds.
George Cummings, who is in thi
Maine General Iloepital, Portland, when
he has had his left arm amputated be
tween the wrist and elbow, is reportec
as doing well, and hopes to come hom«

By taking

the first indication of the disease appears, the attack may be warded off. For
sale by Shnrtleff 4 Co., South Paris;

herself quite seriously.

North Albany.
John Kimball has had a telephone inJones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyea Drag stalled this week
completing the number
Store, Norway.
around here.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Cole are visiting
TORMENTS OF TETTER AND ECZE- her
brother, Freeman Bennett, and they
MA ALLAYED.
br ught a little boy with them who is
The intense itching characteristic of attending school here for a while.
Miss Olla Emery visited her parents
eczema, tetter and like skia diseases is
instantly allayed by appl«0okchamber- here last week.
Herman Brown and John Kimball and
lain's Salve and many »'have
For some others are making cider this week.
been permanently core &
Miss Sarah Emery has a handsome
aale by Shnrtleff
if î
ÀY
writing desk. A premium from the
Noyea Drug 8toi·
vvOX *'nlted
I
Supply Co. ot Chicago.
Stocit Ostofd.

Andrews, who underwent ι
surgical operation in July, has recoverec
has returned to Bethel t<
he
so that
resume his studies at Gould Academy.

to

expected
spend a few days

the ladies

now

are

same.

renovated,
cleaning the

A sheep's head for a partridge was
Adelbert's mistake, when he banged
away, and the sheep lives to tell the
"tail."

weeks.
Miss C. £. Carman attended the con
ference at Gorham Tuesday and Wednes

of Portland

The Grand Divisiofk of Sons of Tem-

at the cottage on Shaw's.

I

^

ment

Immediately.

Sept. 19th,

quality now 15c. ; 12 l-2c. quality now patterns and plain colors, 25c. and
10c. Large line of the new winter styles
SHIRT WAISTS
of silk and chiffon,
25c. and 50c.
Always one of our strong holds.

I
1

|

It is a bad habit to borrow anything,
but the worst thing you can possibly
borrow, is trouble. When sick, sore,

pink

and

blue,

pains
heavy, weary and worn-out by
poisons of dyspepsia, biliousness,
internal
and
similar
Bright's disease,
disorders, don't sit down and brood over
your symptoms, but fly for relief to
the

while

akeing,

your

lined

ONE LOT children's vests and

Some of the best values to be found
for the money.
ONE LOT of good sateen, wide flounce
with rutfles, all lengths, good width,

98c.

Other

grades

of sateen skirts up to

white and gray, 2 to 12

Lots of warmth for little money.

ONE LOT ladies' vests and pants, fleec-

good heavy yarn, pretty
stitch, all sizes, white and blue, pearl
$1.98
buttons,

ONE LOT of

25c.

ONE LOT ladies' vests and pants, fleeced, very heavy, of the best yarns,
white, sizes 4 to 0,
50c.

Headache
sure cure

ONE LOT vests and pants of fine wool
yarn, in the jersey and flat goods,

HEADACHE.

white,

red,

gray and

hose,

cents.

and

plain, good quality,

BLACK CAPES

j

$1.00

all sizes,

ONE LOT children's wool

$4.98

SWEATERS

35c.

ed, good weight, regular sizes,

taffeta skirt, wide

ruffled flounce,

pants,

years,

for that

25

BLACK PETTICOATS

light, dark

In this department you always get «3.98.
big value for your money.
A FINE QUALITY

you may find in one
or two doses of Unia

§1.25 up to «4.98.

good quality covert cloth,
self strapped front and
to waist,
$10.00

heavy fleeced,

Powder

50c.

JERSEY UNDERWEAR

mo-

THAT
versal

pink,

back,

back,

ment

square yoke of embroidery on the
goods, black, white and gray, $2.98
Many other styles in wool waist* from

blue

SEPARATE COATS
in

goods

and figured pique, tucked front and
98c.
back, full front, large sleeve,

75c.

PRETTY SKIRTS, full sizes,
and white,

styles

50c.

trimmed, ONE LOT of all wool nun's veiling,

GOWNS, prettily

HEAVY

fitted

head is

ONE LOT of white mercerized

Just what you
will need for the cold weather.

Great variety of

STOP

DON'T BORROW TROUBLE.

and

OUTING FLANNEL GOWNS

and SHORT SKIRTS.

ONE LOT of

one

GOLF GLOVES

PRETTY NECKWEAR

and medium shades.

and think

supply

to

Warmer than kid and the glove that
Several style· in wash stocks of linen,
Large line in fancy
lace and muslin, marked down, 25c. everyone wears.

CYRUS ά. HEALD.

1906.

preparations

In all of our departments we have made great
pour wants. A visit will convince you.

I

ONE LOT of line

;

ribbed

good values.
kersey, black, heavy
mercerized lining, trimmed with cut
$7.50
figures of kersey, very full,
Large line of

all sizes, 25c.

CHILDREN'S DRESSES

ONE LOT children's fleeced hose, rib12 I-2C.
bed, fast black,

BROOKS—The

I

anything

CHANDLER,

Dry

SMILEY,

Builders' Finish I THOMAS

Norway, Maine.

met with the misfortune of breaking hie
wrist. He will be missed about picking
apples as this is a busy time.
Mrs. Jane Robbins is visiting her sister, Mrs. Β. K. Dow.
Asaph Churchill is visiting his son,
Clayton A. Churchill.

Headache.

Cure

For many years

physicians

their Headache
me

to have

have

senl

Patients tc

glasses fitted, and the
truly wonderful.

re-

sult has been

1

have many testimonials from grateful patrons but have space here foi

only

NEW CURE FOR CANCER.
All surface cancers are now known tc
be curable, by Bucklen's Arnica Salve
Jas. Walters, of Duftield, Va., writes
"I had a cancer on my lip for years, that
seemed incurable, till Bucklen's Amies
Salve healed it, and now it is perfectly
well." Guaranteed cure for cuts anc
burns. 25 cents at F. A. Shurtleff <S
Co.'s drug store.

Mr. Blchards.

DR. C. L.

BUCK, DenUst.

Samuel Richards,

I GRADUATE

OPTICIAN,

SOUTH PARIS.

pbobAte notices.
To all persons Interested In either of the Esta tec
hereinafter named :
▲t a Probate Court, held at Paris, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday ol
Oct., In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and five. The following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It 1· hereby Orusbki> :
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, b ν causing a copy of this order to be
Oxpublished three aweeks successively In attheSouth
ford Democrat,
newspaper published
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on the
third Tuesday of November, A. D. 1905, at £
of the clock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see cause.

These
one

are

desiring

afford

to pass them

to
petition for order
hands

please

JULIA* Q.

BATES, late of Paris, deoeased;
collateral Inherit
C. Bate·, execu-

petition for determination of
anoe tax presented by Lewis
tor.

IKE&uS?0 MATILDA 3, ΜΜΜΜΠΛ.
ΤτΚίϊΤ·

|

11

of the

prices

and the

goods

will

you,

You cannot find

a

belter

$5.00 Each.

assortment than

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
2 Stores,
F.

A.

j ZÏÏS } Maine.
F.

SHURTLEFF * CO.

fWCRTLEFF

A.

*

I

CO.

taaMiaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaqaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaatree^î

LADIES' FURNISHING STORE
We have

$4-9S

a

few last

to close them out.

year's

suits which

We have

we

only a

shall sell

for

few left.

$18.50, 12.50, 10
and 8 to close $4.98.
were

of Fall and Winter Coats S5.9S
to $20. We shall give double stamps Saturday,
f Oct. 28. Call and see us before buying.

Complete line
L.

Maine.

Telephone

A Full Line of

HERALD

quality

5 Cents to

M.

18-4

LUNT,
136 Main

GP With $1 worth of goods we shall give $5 worth
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 2S.

RANGES !

St., Ncrway
of stamps

WOOD STOVES !

OAK, FOR WOOD OR COAL !

Absolute Perfection !

We carry the St. Nicholas Coal

The

Stove.

Makers

All kinds of Job Work done to
order.

S//o£ "'Women

in View:

A

■ m

To Excel.

ALTHOUGH CONSTANT ENDEAVOR TO MAKE.

J. P. Richardson,
South Paris, Maine.

ALL STYLES

BETTER, HAS KEPT IT BEST, THEY ARE STILL

STRIVING TO MAKE IT BETTER THAN BEST.
The goal they look forward to is "Absolute Perfection."

OF

GLASSES
On

Oxfords $2.50 and $3.00.
sole agents for the W. L. DOUGLAS Shoe
for this locality. Prices $3.50, $3.00 and $2.50.
Boots

Easy Weekly Payments!

DR. A. DeWITT PARMENTER,

I)

EF* Next Door

to

UllllUUfll L·

are

J.

Eye Specialist.

ui nuiiiiij

Hobbe' Variety Store, Norway, Maine.

HAVE YOUR HORSE FITTED TO A

5 A

$3.00.

We

presented by Llewellyn A.
ing in bis
Many
All glasses made according to Prescription. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Wadeworth, administrator.
FREE. All kinds of Optical repair work.
DEBMOTT H. and LIZZIE M. BOBBINS, living testimonials. EYES TESTED
minors, of Woodstock; petition for license to I MAKE OPTICS A SPECIALTY.
15 years experience. Consult me about your
sell and convey real estate presented by Cora B.
B.
Bobbins, guardian.
Pratt, formerly Cora
eyes.

MABY 8. PABBOTT, late of Oxford, deceased: final account presented for allowanoe
by J. E. Parrott, administrator.
EVEBETT NEWMAN, late of Dlxfleld, deceased ; first account presented for allowance by
John 8. Harlow, executor.
ADDISON TIBBELL, late of Paris, deceased ;
first account presented for allowance by Nettle
P. Tlrrell, administratrix.

The

colors of leather.

Skirts.

Norway,

Fogg, daughter

distribute balance remain-

have

PURSES, CARD CASES, ETC. ; also BILL BOOKS, WALLETS and PURSES for Gentlemen ; in many different kinds and

Maine.

S.R&Z.S. PRINCE

C. COBBETT, late of Hartford, de
ceased; petition that John S. Harlow or some
other suitable person be appointed as adminis-

rott, administrator.
CHABLE8 F. DAY, late of Hiram, deceased;

CHANDLER,

by.

M A BY

MABY S. PABBOTT, late of Oxford, deceased ; petition for order to distribute balance
remaining In his hands presented by J. E. Par-

W.

new

now

made by the same firm and any
nice cloth and fine work cannot Suits that

EDWIN HABBIMAN, late of Hliam, deceased; will and petlUon for probate thereof
presented by George L. Sawyer, the executor
therein named.

Emma A.

E.

Wnst Snmnef

ready for your inspection a large stock of the
Fall and Winter styles in Ladies' BAGS, POCKET BOOKS,

We

75c., $1.00, $1.25.

EMILY A.CHASE, late of Paris, deceased;
that James S. Wright or some other
suitable person be appointed as administrator
presented by Estella J. Penley, daughter and
heir at law.

presented by

Matched Hard Wood Kloor Boards for sale.

Outing

peUtlon

trator

MONEY HOLDERS.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

These are the best values we have ever had
and we would be pleased to show them to any
one in need of these goods.

LUCY ELLEN BUSSELL, late of Lovell.
deceased: will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Frank M. Busse», the executor
therein named.

and heir at law.

If in want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Outside work, send In your orders. Pine Lum
ber and Shingles on band Cheap for Cash.

87c., 98c., $1.00, $1.12, $1.15,
$1.25, $2.00.

one :

Pabis, Me., April 30, 1897.
It gives me pleasure to certify to the skillful
ness of Mr. 8. Richards as an Optician.
During
the past six years he has bad the enUre care ol
as 1
the
headache
I
not
have
and
do
ray eyes,
did before he fitted my eves with glasses, and 1
would advise anyone with weak eyes to consul)

j
Also Window & Door Frames. ββΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΕΡΡΡΡΜΡΡΡΡΡΡ»80*80^
F. A. enURTLEFF * CO.
F. A. NUrRTLEFF A. CO.
j[

Outing Night Robes.

South

--

the

Tent for Sale.

Pequawket
boarding
in Auburn early Thursday mornMr. George Rowe is kept busy paint- well,
ing were scared off by the rousing of the
ing signs.
It was found that the silver and
Rev. Mr. Hoyt is holding a series of family.
other easily portable property had been
union meetings assisted by Prof. Waltz
piled up preparatory to making a bundlo.
at the Universaliet church.

attendance at court.
has been duly appointed administratrix of the |
expedition returning with two deer.
C. R. Pottle is at work for D. P. Lord,
Miss Snsie Bean, Mrs. J. M. Bartlett
FREEMAN C.MERRILL, late of Paris.
who ia making quite extensive repairs on and Mrs. H. E. Bartlett visited relatives
In the County ot#Oxford, deceased, and given
hii building.
in Massachusetts the past week.
bonds m the 1ft directs. All persons having
Mise LiUian Walker of Bridgton le
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Swan entertained
tiie estate of said deceased are
t the same tor settlement, and
last
week.
here.
Paria
from
South
v^»
relatives
visiting
m re«a*Md 10 nuk* w*
on

Maine.

Norway,

is

But Bethel.
Quke a crew of men under the direcJudge of said Court.
tion of the road commissioner are buildKimball
Master Ceylon
recently ADDISON 1. HEBBICK,
A true oopy—Attest :
ing the new road from the Center to the caught a handsome mink.
ALBEBT D. PARK, Beglster.
lake near Β. E. Brown's.
Walter Bartlett went ont deer hunting
W. C. Baseett has been away the most and returned with two nice foxes.
nonci.
of the week in summoning parties and
A party from here went on a hunting
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she I

Misa H aille Walker has gone
axcanioa to Boston.

Longley,

Xj. AC.

Brownfield.
Mr. Yelvena and E. L. Frink both of
Portland spent Sunday at J. L. Frink's. Electric Bitters. Ilere you will And sure
Rev. Mr. Tarr occupied the pulpit in and permanent forgetfulness of all your
the Congregational church Sunday last. troubles, and your body will not be
It is expected that he will settle here as burdened by a load of debt disease. At
the drug store of F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
pastor of the Congregational church.
Dr. Frank Eastman, dentist,.has rent- Price 50c. Guaranteed.
ed Mrs. Burnell's house. Mrs. Burnell
Burglars in the house of Harry HartHouse.
at the

Henry Richmond is moving into Ed
ward Parrott's house. Mr. Parrott hai
moved into the bouse with his father
Mr. Geo. J. Parrott.
Mr. Curtis has moved into the bouse
lately owned by Herbert Denning.
Kev. Mr. Newport attended the count]
conference of Congregationalist churches
at Gorham, Oct. 16th.
The ladies1 society of the CongreSUSAN K. LIBBY, late of Paris, deceased:
gational parish met at the chapel Thurs
and peUUon for probate thereof presented
day afternoon. The next meeting wil willAlbion
L.Cole, the executor therein named.
by
be held with Mrs. Chas. Davis in twc

ed

Lake Kezar.

and

Arthur

On Oct. 10th Mrs. Elias Gould receiv- perance will meet at Oxford, Wednesday,
a company of her friends in the Oct. 25th.
Married on Monday, Oct. 16th, by
Gould, demons and Wadsworth Jamilies at her residence, it being he? 82d Rev. W. T. Chapman, Mr. Edward
birthday, although ehe stepped around Leland Stone and Miss Nina Gertrude
This Wardwell.
as if the figurée were transposed.
good lady was one of ten children of the
Orrington Hanscom of Boston visited
late Eli P. and Ruth Clemons, and is the relatives here last week.
She has been "Aunt
last survivor.
Byron.
Ruth" to our entire community for
The Coos School Improvement League
forty years. An excellent dinner was
served and the day passed very pleasant- of the Byron Center School, gave an enly. She received a pleasant letter from tertainment Friday evening, Oct. 13th.
her eon, Hon Samuel W. Gould, of Coffee and cake were on sale at fts close.
Skowhegan, late candidate for governor. The receipts were 95.65 which will be
Llewellyn A. Wadsworth also furnished spent for a library.
a poem:
The Royal Coiâedy Co. gave the last
On the 18th evening the Pythian Sis- of six shows here Monday evening. They
terhood held their annual harvest festi- Bold about $80 worth of medicine and
val at the K. of P. Hall. Miss Susan Miss Yella Ladd received the
silver
Walker of Fryeburg read several selec- pitcher which was given to the one retions. Music by Small's Orchestra. A ceiving the most votes.
Allen have commenced trapping.
SICK HEADACHE CURED.
Dr. and Mrs. Taylor attended the S. A.
very pleasant entertainment.
a
has
been
Ε. B. Knapp, who
great
C. conference at Westbrook over Sunday.
Sick headache is cauqpd by derange- sufferer from
several
for
paint poison
Lovell.
Clarence Young and daughter Yerna
ment of tlie stomach and by indigestion.
weeks, is much better (at this writing.
Dr. C. P. Hubbard was in Portland, of West Minot visited in town over SunChamberlain'· Stomach and Liver Tab- His wife, an
fell
feeble
and
lady,
aged
and Elwin, his son, with a friend day.
lets correct these disorders and effect a down stairs
Friday morning and injured Friday,
Several hunters are boarding at Jotham
to come home with him
were
these tablets as soon as

care.

Street.
The M. £. church has been

soon.

visiting here.

to.

charge I

For Saie.

seaman known as Francis Southey, aged
physicians of the place, performed an 35, died in the office of the marine suroperation on the face of Carlton Gard- geon at the custom house at Portland.
ner Thursday. Mr. Gardner has been
Southey is said to be an assumed name
quite ill for several months.
for the man, who is reported to have
Water is being carried into the houses
been of good family but with an inon High Street, and excavations are in
ordinate appetite for liquor and a checkon
of
and
Depot
pipe
laying
progress
ered career.

childrer

wedding day.
McNally & McAllister have done a fin<
job repairing the S. W. Libby mill, put
ting in a new Bridgton water wheel, ι
new Bridgton shingle machine and go
them to running, and will have the
board machine running within a day οι

Elmer Parrott and wife

No

Apply

GLASSES

day.

team.

attended

Buckfield.
Are' these lines from J. H. Simmons,
Casey, la. Think what might have
resulted from this terrible cough if he
had not taken the medicine about wbicb
he writes: "I had a fearful cough, tbat
House of 8 rooms, stable and two
disturbed my night's rest. I tried acres of land, fruit trees, etc. All in
would
relieve
it,
everything, but nothing
to
day.
condition.
took Dr. King's New Discovery good
C. R. Whitten of Augusta is spending until I
F.
A.
TAYLOR,
and
a
Colds,
for
as
Consumption, Coughs
a few days with his mother, and
Buckfield, Me.
side line takes in a few partridges and which completely cured me." Instantly
and permanently cures all throat
relieves
woodcock.
NOTICE.
and
Mrs. Ο. H. Hersey of Portland is visit- and lung diseases; prevents grippe
At F. A. Shurtleff &
The subscriber hereby give* notice that he
pneumonia.
ing friends in town.
has
been
duly appointed administrator of the
and
Bert took John N. Irish and Barrett Co.'β, druggists; guaranteed; 50c.
estate of
free.
Trial
bottle
HeEast
$1.00.
fair
at
F. HEALD, late of Sumner,
to
a
OLIVE
grange
Spaulding
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bron Thursday with C. H. P.'s auto.
All persons having
alof
wood
result
As
tbe
as the law directs.
bonds
drinking
A well attended grange sociable came
estate of said deceased are
cohol on board of the U. 8. revenue demands against the
to present the same for seulement, and
desired
off at Nezinecot Hall Thursday evening.
cutter Woodbury Wednesday morning, a all Indebted thereto are requested to make payDr. Oakes of Auburn, with resident

after the time was over, as they bott
seemed to enjoy the day juet as well ai

are

Hiram.

scolding the

for

of

NOTHING TO FEAR.
Mothers need have no hesitancy in
continuing to give Chamberlain's Cough
to their little ones, as it conthe younger ones, and especially th< Remedy
This
tains absolutely nothing injurious.
dinner which was spread before th<
is not only perfectly eafe to give
guests to the extent that after all wer< | remedy
small children, but is a medicine oi
tilled to the height of their capacity
worth and merit. It has a world
there were many basketeful left besidi great
wide reputation for its cures of coughs,
the fragments.
colds and croup and can always be relied
The guests, after spending the daj
upon. For sale by F. A. Shurtleff &, Co.,
I
very socially and enjoyably, all repairet South
Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford
,
some
valuabli
their
to
homes, leaving
reminders of the occasion in the form ο Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
=
presents, consisting of gold coin ant ;
other valuable presents too numerous t<
mention, each no doubt saying to him
self, "Well, I wonder who out of th<
number will be the next to enjoy i
golden wedding day," and wishing oui
esteemed friends and neighbors, Parkei
and Mary, the happiness of a diamont

or

Jobbing promptly
Telephone connection.

Mr. and Mrs. I. N. Linscott are visitAll sizes, 2 to 14 years.
Pharmacist.
PLANS TO GET RICH
ing friends in Massachusetts.
Compare our ladies' 25c. fleeced hoee ONE LOT of medium dark plaid, plain
are often frustrated by sudden breakMrs. Blanche Cole of Boston is visiting
with others, you will see that ours is the
Next to Post Office, South Paris.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Lin- down, due to dyspepeia or constipation.
yoke and cuff trimmed with white
Brace up and take Dr. King's New Life
one to buy.
scott, of this village.
braid,
They take out the materials
Mrs. Frank Fessenden is in very poor Pills.
which are clogging your energies, and
health.
When it is
in the
Goods line you need, you can save
give you a new start. Cure headache
Paris.
North
and dizziness too. At tbe pharmacy of
money here.
E. W.
Picking apples is the order of the day F. A. Shnrtleff <& Co. 25 cents guaranteed.
around here just now.
Henry Page and wife have been visitFort Fairfield claims that the record
ing her mother, Mrs. John G. Crawford.
Mr. Page has returned to his home in for picking potatoes in Aroostook couna
remained
but
Mrs.
Ν.
H.,
Page
Stark,
I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any I
ty has been broken. Delbert Ames of
few weeks longer.
tbat town bad one acre of land which Size or Style at reasonable prices.
Mre. Clara Dean Estes is at her fa- yielded 125 barrels and was picked bj
had a
small ther's, Alton Dean's. She is very sick five men in three hours and a half.

This affair was a complete sur
the old couple, the work nc
They used to sing, "'Mid the pastures prise to
of the blessed isles," and now we doubt of their children.
(green
Who of us knows when we are tryinp
can sing, "'Mid the pastures green" on
I the rocky hills; for never were they to bring up children in the way thej
19th of should go, what they will be led to dc
more fresh and green on the
I October than they are to-day, we verily when they have grown up? But on thii
occasion we very much doubt if fathei
I believe.
Greenwood.

Plumbing and Heating.

been accomplished by an organized gang
of safe blowers. Tbe nearest house is a
I have for sale a new tent, made of
quarter of a mile away from tbe station. nice heavy duck. Size 14 ζ 28 feet.
Apply to
FULL OF TRAGIC MEANING
HARRY DUDLEY,

removed, with a very
but the last report was she was a little
chance for recovery.
To-day, Oct. 18tb, there was a email better.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Keene buried
but much enjoyed gathering at P. Parkei
Dresser's on the fiftieth anniversary ol their little baby girl on the thirteenth of
his wedding day. There were present this month.
Ε. E. Field and family visited at W. E.
of those invited as followe: Their oldest daughter, Mrs. Adra Doughty ol Curtis1 recently; also Caleb Fuller and
Providence, R. I.» ftnd her husband Mrs. George Ridlon.
Soutb Paris Grange has invited West
John D. Horr and wife and Henry Sawiu
and wife of North Waterford; James A. Paris Grange to visit them on the 28th
Kimball and wife, Amos G. Bean and of this month, as it is their 31st anniverwife, and Aunt Ann Flint (who is 82 sary. Hope all will attend that possibly
can for a good time is expected, which
years old), and Thomas O. Jordan ol
Albanv, and Mrs. Lida Sawin of Water- we always have when visiting them.
Sorry to hear that A. J. Abbott has
ford; Mr. Fulton of New Hampshire; anc

cancer

game still remains scarce about
I here, or at any rate it keeps out of sight.
At least it is natural to infer that such
is the case from the fact that last Saturday night two fellows went out skunk
I hunting, and after traveling several
I miles through fields and pastures they
West Buckfield.
returned home, and reported the killing
Alberto Gatcbell and family of Turnei
of one hedgehog. The next afternoon
were at Horatio Flagg's Sunday.
one of the men went out and succeeded
Monday, Fred Bennett bad a crew ol in
shooting one gray squirrel.
I nine men at work in his potato field dig.
Cole was through here recently
I L;ing potatoes. We understand that he forAllon
the purpose of setting fox and mink
I
I has over a thousand bushels.
and reported that some one had
Carl Heald shot a buck deer last traps,
ahead of him. Whether there
i Thursday, which weighed when dressed, I got in
I will be business enough so as to make it
1170 pounds.
for both men remains to be
I
Frank Warren has been at work foi profitable
I seen.
IO. D. Warren on his barn.
This pleasant weather seems to have
Charles Sbedd is at work for Kin
out visiting.
I Winslow. Mr. and Mrs. Winslow are a tendency to start people
I The first of the week Miss Mary Brooks
I quite feeble this fall.
visit, and now
I Mrs. Scott Briggs is in poor healtli made us a very congenial
Charles Dunham and wife of West
I this fall.
Bethel are down on a visit; to-day they
[ Charles Smith of Conway, Χ. II., is at have
gone on to Patch Mountain to see
I John Flagg's.
I how it looks up there. Edgar Morgan
and wife have gone on a visit to KenneHebron.
where she was born and was
I
Mrs. Mortimer C'ushman of
Lynn, buukport,
which place she has not
I Mass., whom many Hebron people will reared; but
more
than thirty years. She
I remember with pleasure, started the seen for
has several near relatives there, and
ltîth with a party of Portland friends for
absent about a week
I California where she will visit relative* I they expect to be
in order to visit them all.
in Los Angeles and Fernando.
It is reported on good authority that
Mrs. Lizzie Murch Locke of Mechanic
I Daniel Bryant's youngest son was marKails has been visiting her sister, Miss
ried last Sunday, but since it will probMary Bearce, for a few days.
be reported from the proper source
Miss Daisy Cushman, who has been I ably
about it
I sick since the first of September, is sc nothing need be mentioned
much better that she gets out on the here.
I And it is reported on equally as good
I piazza these pleasant days.
that our mail carrier, John
Miss Florence Smith is gaining and her I authority
Hathaway, in company with his wife
I burns are healing fast.
the parents of the fifth boy baby
The many friends of Mrs. Dr. Donham became
I and her daughter will be glad to lean on the same day. That there was some
in regard to the sex
that they are much pleased with theii disappointment
And
can be no reasonable doubt.
new home.
Lakewood, Ν. Y., where I there
yet there seems to be nothing we can do
I Miss Donham is teaching.
it except perhaps to ask the
Fred Sturtevant and Miss Etta Sturte- about
question "Why?"
I vant spent Sunday in Lewiston.

the academy. They decidEast Hebron.
ed at that time that the hall should no
Farmers are very busy. All kinds oi
longer be used as a gymnasium but that
oat-of-door sports should in part take the work are now ready for tbem.
On Friday afternoon teacher and
place of the work in the gymnasium.
The gymnasium at the Alumni House pupils went on a hunt for nuts, and hat]
will probably be remodeled and used for I school on Saturday.
Mr. Frank Pierce is grinding apples
indoor sports this winter.
The academy has a larger course of for the farmers. Boiled apple sauce is
study this year than it has ever had be- now in style.
Miss Belle DeCoeter is in Auburn at
fore. There are twenty-nine different
classes besides those in drawing, manual work for Mr. Edwin Lane.
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Baker bid Mrs. T.
training and music.
The editors of the Academy Bell met L. Rogers good-bye last Saturday, and
Tuesday morning, Oct. 17. They de- will in a few days leave all relatives tc
cided to offer two prizes of two dollars return to San Antonio, Texas, with a
and one dollar for the best and next beet faint hope of their return to Maine.
Miss Maud Robinson visited her father
story written by any student and published in the November number of the and mother, Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Merrill.
Mr. Pearl Merrill and wife are visiting
.Bell. The school as usual will publish
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Merrill,
four numbers of the Bell this year.
from their home in Massachusetts.
Here and There.
Mr. II. A. Record and Caleb Farris
and son are prepared to take a hunting
the present week.
A new plan to save Niagara and yet trip
Some few orchards are laden with
retain the water power is the sugges- I
but the majority have but verv
tion recently advanced to build a dam fruit,
little.
near the lower end of the gorge below
Miss Edna Roberts of Auburn gave
the falls, thus getting a head of about
her old friends a call recently.
100 feet, all the power of which might
Alice Merrill gains very slowly.
be used. This would not affect the fall !
in any way. But the scheme, if practiNewry.
cable, would till and shut from sight the
Mrs. Joshua Howard, near Newry
as
almoet
itself
in
impressgreat gorge,
I Corner, who has been blind for many
ive as the fall.
years and in poor health, has been pronounced insane and was taken to AuHayes-Mersey.
gusta a few days ago.
Miss Caroline Hersey of Portland,
Mrs. Walter Foster, who has been
H.
Oscar
Mrs.
Hon.
and
of
daughter
visiting in Bethe', has returned to her
H< rsey. formerly of Bucktield, was mar- home. Miss Eva Cook is
working for
ried Oct. 14th to Mr. Charles B. Hayes, her.
aun of Mr. and Mrs. Mellen Hayes of
Mrs. Will Small, accompanied by her
Farmington. Mr. and Mrs. Hayes will sister, Miss Ricker, has gone to Portland
make their home in San Diego, Calif., to to visit friends.
which place they have already gone.
W. F. Small, Don Smith and J. S.

belonging

The safe In the ticket office of the
Maine Central and the Portland Λ Ramford Falls railroads at Rumford Junction was blown open early Tuesday
morning and 920 in money taken. A
supply of mileage books and tickets was
not disturbed. The circumstances resemble those attending a number of
burglaries in western Maine the past
month, and tbe work is believed to have

ftaclcfield.
Bethel.
DeCoster passed
Nellie
Μη.
adtook
(Abbott)
of
number
people
good
There i* quite
of
to Boston laet away Oct. 16th after several week·
apple· in this vicinity, although nothing vantage of the excursion
of
54
at
age. She was
years
1»
sickness,
C.
J.
Mrs.
visiting
Billings
C.
Churchill
D.
lait
of
that
Monday.
like
year.
twice married. Her first husband was
had 90 barrels in his orchard which he her eon in Boeton and Mrs. J. U.
her J. Spaulding Record by whom one son
sold on the trees to R. L. Cummings. ton went to Andover, Mass., to visit
survives, Fred W., a jeweler in this
A. C. Per ham sold about 200 barrels to daughter, Mrs. J. V. Holt.
Dr. John
Mr. Edward King, wife and little eon, place. Later she married
F. A. Dunham of North Paris who is
some years
F. L. are spending the week in Boeton. Mr. DeCoster, who passed away
for
Portland
parties.
buying
of
to select and ago. One son, Thomas Α., 14 years
Wyman of Curtis Hill sold his to another King will take thisoftime
Christmas goods. age, composed the family. Funeral
his stock
purchase
buyer.
Quite a delegation from the Congre- services were at the home Wednesday by
West Paris Grange will omit its reguOxford Rev. Mr. Hannaford of Rumford Falls,
lar meeting next Saturday, Oct. 28th, as gationalist church attended the
who has officiated, if I am correctly inthe members have been invited to South County conference in Gorham, Tuesday
formed, at funerals of about twenty of
Paris
and
of
Paris where they will be guests
Wednesday.
Mrs. DeCoster's kindred.
and
children
Arthur
Mrs.
W.
Bunting
of
Grange in its celebration anniversary
A. W. and Mrs. Horton of Norway
from Groveton, Ν. H., are visiting Mrs.
day.
Gilbert
r. a. were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Andover
of
James
Bunting's
parents,
Mrs.
Mr. and
Noyes
Tilton Thursday.
visited Mrs. Noyes' son, Ο. H. Marston, Chandler.
The wife of Rev. Mr. Pottle, who has
The students of Gould Academy and
and family a few days the first of last
returned Frifriends held a very enjoyable social last been visiting in Deering,
week.
Wut Parla.

BLANKET

F. PLUMMER,

FurnUher,

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME,
Telephone 106*3.

Threshing !

get your threshing done
by hauling your grain to us.

You

can

International Gasoline

Engines

FOR SALE. CALL AND SEE THEM
IN OPERATION.

I not only have all sizes in all grades, but I can sell you
the best values In blankets ever put on the market. Call
and get my prices before you buy.

A. W. WALKER & SON,

JAMES N. FAVOR,

■kfew
\

7

...

Semocrat.

ïhc Wsrford

Ground froze

See the unique Herald* at Samanth:
Allen at the Court of Fame.

SOUTH PABIS.
ORAND

ΓΚΓΝΚ

LKAVR

SOUTH

The Seneca Club meets this Monday
with Mrs. Herman Wilson.

evening

PARIS

The last of the Berlin excursions to;
this seasou on the Grand Trunk was run

Going down east)-5 36 a. M., dallv ; 9.90 A. M.,
excep* Sumiay; 4:33 p. *·. dally,
lioltu'in.,wo·»)-»:30A.M., dally; 3«f. M„
dally.
tally except Sunday, S:4. P.

,t»liv

Sunday.

Mrs. L.

90CTH PARIS POST OKFICK.

Office

Hours

7 JO

A. M.

B. Carter has returned fro π

Boston, where she has been for

to 7 30 P. H.

ber of weeks.

CHt'RCHKS.
fir»t Congregational Church, Rev. A. K. B»M
«lu Paetor. Preaching servlce«, 10:43 A. M and
Sun-lav School 13 R.; Y.P. 8. C. E.
,, ρ
m
on Tuesdiy
h Λ' P. * ; Church prayer meeting
:
o'c'ock. All, not otnerwise con
St
t-vfiihK
nected. are cordially invited.
Method!*! Church, Kev H. A. Clifford. Paetor.
R. ;
on suudav, morning prayer meeting 9:30 Α.
re-ii iiing* service 10 45 a. R.; Sabbath School
!· m Kpworth League Meeting 6 13 p. R.:
prajer meetevening prayer meeting 7 DO p.
ing Tuesday evening, class meeting, Friday
ifCBtOf·
Rev. J. Wallace Cbeebro,
ItaptUt Church
on sun-lav, preaching service 10 45 A
«Ά Ρ.
School
13
>4l>l.»Ui
M.; Y. P. S. C. Ε
y
Praver ni'-etlng 7 P. R. ; Tuesday evening
m
All are
Seats free.
at Τ :»».
service
t.rayer

p. R

STATED MEKTISOS.

Regular
κ. A A. M.—Pari·· Lodge, So. 94.
In.· rucs'lay evening on or before full moon.
K —Mount Mica Lodge, regular meetIn β Tnursday evening of each week.—Aurora
lirst and third Monday evenings
of each month.
1> .! It.—Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, No.
><econd tnd fourth Fridays of each
ieet
y ι,
month In « hid fellows' Hall.
\. K.—w. K. Kim bal1 Post, No. 14», meets
t,
ir ·. and third Saturday evenings of each
month, in G. Λ. R. HallWin. K. Kimball Relief Corps meets ilret
In
an 1 thirl Saturday evenings of eiich month.
Kellef Corps Hall.
1" of IL—Paris Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
Saturday ; during the .Son*
cts fir-t an I third
.dnder ol the year, meets every Saturviay, In Poem,
.i re

Kiîoaropment,

r,

on

Mr*· Cera Everett
Mrs. Carrie Βγ!ιτκ<
Mn». Ads Klu*.
Mlet» Barbara Chapman
Kev. Η Δ. Clifford.
Mr. PUe.
...Choir.

Kea'liog,

Grange Hall.
Γ. O. G. C.—Second and fourth Momiaye of
each month.
\
E. O. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
ν
ts -econd and fourth Wednesday evenings
of ach month.
.if P.—llamlln Lodge, No, 31. meets every
Kr ay evening at Pythian Hall.

Piano solo,
Aitilresu,

Song..
Music,

All members are

urged

to attend.

Coroner William J. Wheeler was called
the to Snow's Falls Sunday afternoon, to
view the body of A. D. Cook, who was

found dead in the stable at the Wood
place. Ile had evideutly died suddenly
in the stable Hoor while preparing to
feed the horses, aud Mr. Wheeler conand
Mrs. Clara Howard ami Mrs. Frank sidered an inquest unnecessary,
turned the body over to the undertaker.
t ,;irk attende<i the Rebekah Assembly
Mr. Cook was found by Henry Suckles,
hi Portland last week.
evidently soon after his death, as the
the
A hayrack ride was eujoyed by
body was still warm. Mr. Cook had
senior and junior classes in the high been a resident of the place for quite a
school Thursday eveniug.
uumber of years, and had of late been
alone in the Wood house, having
Miss Lisbeth Murphy has been at living
the care of the buildings erected by the
home for the past week on a vacation
Linen Manufacturing Co. He was about
from her teaching in Gilead.
70 years of age.
her
shake
see
to
fail
Xantippe
Don't
BOLSTER DISTRICT.
shovel at the Goddess at Samantha Allen
at the Court of Fame Nov. 7 aud 8.
Ε. M. Verrill and L. F. Verrill and
Eben S. Kilborn of wife of Minot called on friends here last
Mr. and Mrs.
Bethel are guests <>f Mrs. Kilborn's week.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Stearus.
Kenueth Witham had the misfortune
Don't fail to see Reuben and Rachel to cut his foot quite badly while splitting
who will appear at New Hall November wood.
It will be the cutest entertainment
2od.
Freeland Witham, who has been ill for
of the season.
two weeks and unable to attend school,
is reported improving.
Uproariously funny will Mrs. Partingto be
ton and her unruly son Ike prove
Mrs. Teresa Grover started for RedSaat
and
7th
8th,
Nov.
at New Hall,
lands, Cal., last Monday, Oct. 23d, where
Fame.
of
Court
the
at
mantha Allen
she will spend the winter.
Howard G. Wheeler is at home from
Miss Mary Swan finished working for
Burlington. Yt.. for a short time. A Mrs. Arthur Talbot last week and refriend. Fred Kinsman, of Burlington,
turned to her home in the village.
accompanied him for a few days' visit.
A. O. Wheeler recently purchased
The factory of the Paris Manufacturing Oscar Barrows' farm. Mr. Wheeler will
a broken
Co., which was shut down by
not move his family to his new home
shaft last Monday morning, got to rununtil spriug.
on Friday.
all
in
departments
again
ning
At a recent meeting of the Delta Mu
the
Subject at the evening meeting in
Fraternity at the University of Maine,
I'niversalist church next Sunday, The Everett Brown, '00, of Sont h Paris, was
amusement question: How are we going chosen
president.
to solve it? Leader. Mrs. A. L. Holmes.
Miss Martha Maxim of North Cambridge, Mass., has been at South 1 aris
for a lew days.

obtained.

A number of couples took a hayrack
ride Tuesday evening, which was accompanied with all the horn blowing
and other racket appropriate for such
occasions.
I)r. Charles L. Buck and L. W. Hollis
Mount Mica Lodge, I. Ο. 0.
F at the Grand Lodge in Portland last
and Ellis S. Doble and Ε. II. L>orr

represented
week,

Aurora

STEADY

WOKK

IN

THAT

Sl'PREME

LINK

IN THE

COURT.

A strenuous term of six days on criminal business has been put in by the SuAs the grand
; preme Judicial Court.
J jury had the longest session on record
business reso
the
with one exception,
sulting from it has been more than ever
before. From the time when the grand
jury came in last Monday afternoon, and
work on the criminal docket was begun,
business has been kept very lively. In
addition to the minor matters, there
have been two trials on some days, and
the cases which have come on during
the week have included trials for assault
with intent to kill, manslaughter, and

Albert L. Day
*afoUtM?'Î>aj\
Arson.

Day.

and Clarence W.

Richard Pre. Common seller, and single eale.
Ira O. ShaW. Forgery.
and
Common seller,
Kuatace F. Bennett.
elngle sa'e.
Frank Knox. Nuisance, and single sa!e.
Prentiss Fogg and Fred Flagg. Two tingle
Edward Slddall, alias Ed Slddall. Nuisance,
ami single sale.
Albert II Williamson. Single sale.
.lames Poland, alias Jlni Poland.
Single sale,
(xldeon K. Ferland
Single sale.
Fred E. Tucker. Single sale
Alden Farnham. Nuisance.
Camille Fountalne. Nulsan"e
Louis Cohen. Nuisance
Ralph L. Young. Manslaughter.
John Russell. Common seller.
Philip West. Perjury.
Frank Cloutler. Illegal transportation of

Encampment.

The annual meeting of the Good Cheer
at 2
Society will be held Wednesday,

sale. When Perkins
Anally appeared from the bushes, a number of pint bottles were dumped on a
rock and broken. Defence was a denial
that Mr. McMann ever sold liquor, and
evidence was introduced to show that
while there was drinking in the crowd
that night, there was no sale of liquor by
McMann. Much doubt was thrown by
ll<]Uor.
the defence upon the identifleation of
TU Κ BUCK CASE.
McMann bv Perkins in the moonlight.
appeared for McMann,
Immediately after the arraignment of Foster of Mexico
him in the trial.
prisoners, trial was begun in the case of and Swasey defended
and thirty
State vs. Amos A. Buck of Paris. Buck Verdict guilty. Sentence, $50
was indicted for assault with intent to days.
Prentiss Fogg and Fred Flagg were
kill upon his wife, Mary Etta Buck.
on two indictments for single
County Attorney Barnes for the state; arraigned
the North Waterford fair. Flagg
Wright & Wheeler for Buck. Mrs. sale at
a nol
Buck, by the way, is the daughter of pleaded not guilty to both, and
Buck's sister, and the parties are there- , pros, was later entered as to him on both
Fogg pleaded guilty on
fore within the degree of relationship in j indictments.
which the law prohibits
marriage. I one indictment, and was sentenced to SoO
Nevertheless they were married, and, and costs and thirty days in jail.
The indictment against Adam Miller
have lived together for a number of:
for cheating by false pretences was n«»l
yearn, having two children, a girl of 1'J
proitscd, and he was discharged. Miller
years and a boy of 0.
The witnesses for the state were Mary | is a colored man from Rumford Falls,
of paintEtta Buck, wife of the respondent, who has done an extensive job
the several
Solomon C. Buck, his brother, George ( ing in the court house during
H. Proctor, who lives in the house next1 months he has been in jail.
Sullivan F. Bickford of Rumford Falls,
to that at which the assault was com- !
to an indictmitted, and Will Yates, who was with1 who had pleaded not guilty
of
Proctor at the time. The testimony ] ment charging him with the sale
retracted his plea
given does not ditfer in any material ; mortgaged property,
circumstance from that given at the and pleaded nolo contendere. Mr. Swasey
Bickford's behalf stated the exhearing in the Norway Municipal Court, ; in Mr.
the court
which was reported at the time, and a tenuating circumstances, and
one day in jail.
brief summary of it, without specifying imposed a sentence of
the testimony of the separate witnesses, Mr. Bickford is a man seventy-five years
of age, and has been in jail several
will tell the story of the affair.
months.
and
Mr.
of
1904-5
winter
the
During
The appealed case against Albertus A.
Mrs. Buck had lived on the farm of
Bean of Milton Plantation for assault
miles
north-,
about
two
Small,
Orange
iind battery was nol prossèd.
Ou the 23d of
east of Paris Hill.

tively indicating

two-third^of
^hurt^e

hun.lre»^two

Km01'..».,-.*".«

Mrs. Wirt Stanley gave a partridge
tea party to a few of her friends last Friday night. A most delicious supper
The table decorations were
was served.
After
very artistic as well as toothsome.
were indulged
supper music and games
in until a late hour. Mary Ann made
a tine waiter and was much appreciated
by the party.

leavin^

ahout a

missing fountain pens,
dozen unaccounted for. A game bag
full of shells was recovered, but more
than the same amount are sUll missing.
Evidently the robbers were pretty shy
about coming back after their ".wag
or they would have got 'tout of the waj
to the weather before thik.
of
The place where it was found is not
in
turnCircle
more than two hundred feet from
Win. K. Kimball Post and
ed out well for the visit to T. A. Roberts s™* ...ι
Post and Corps at Oxford Saturday. A
load of over twenty went down in the
barge, and enough went by other means three or four rode of the hide within a
of conveyance to bring the number from I few days.
There
this place up to about forty.
sevArrest for Shurtleff Burglary.
were a number of visitors also from
eral other places, and a full day's proall.
gramme was highly enjoyed by them
CHARLES HOWN8 TAKEN INTO CUSTODY
The annual harvest supper and enterBUT AFTERWARD RELEASED.
tainment will be held at the Methodist
vestry Wednesday evening, Oct. 25th,
As an outcome of the burglary in the
under the auspices of the Ladies' Aid.
store of F. A. Shurtleff & Co. on the
Supper at 0:4">. A tirst-class entertainState D^tective M
ment is being prepared consisting of night of Oct. 11th,
arrested Charles
solos, duets, readings, etc. Mr. Briggs, 1 Odlin on Wednesday
W.«.M .. hi. ««
Miss Leach. Mrs. Smiley and Mrs. BurnA pleas- brought him to jail at South, 1 ans,
ham, with others will assist.
Charles Downs, sometimes known as
humorous
dialogue.
be
a
will
feature
ing
Downs, is the son of John
Jericho's Band will also be in attendthe Downs of Dixtleld, and is 17 years of
ance and disperse mueic during
He has of late been in I*wlston
^β.

ensure

kïiît
oîun?'

evening.

"ΐί

Buck place.
In the stable door their conversation I
was continued for some time, until,
after they had been called to supper, he
demanded finally to know if she was
going back with him. She said she was I
not. He said, "Then that means that j
you're never going back." She said it
did. lie said, "I shall know what to do
then." and picking up an axe which ;
stood near the door, brought it down ;
upon her head.
Mrs. Buck screamed and grasped the
'
handle of the axe. The rest of the
family were brought from the house by |
the scream, and Solomon Buck took the
axe from Amos, Mrs. Buck meanwhile
going into the house. Ainos attempted
to follow the family in, but was prevented, whereupon he picked up a stick of
wood and hurled it against the house,
breaking a window. He then went off
across the fields, but later returned and
spent the night at the bouse, and was
arrested the next forenoon.
Dr. Woodbury was summoned from
South Paris, and dressed the wound on
M re. Buck's head. This wound was an
inch and a half or two inches in length,
iu the hair toward the left side of the
head, and a short distance back of the
forehead. It was evidently made with
the poll of the axe. Mrs. Buck was
confined to the bed the day following,
but on the second day was up, and
suffered no permanent ill effects.
Such was in substance the testimony
of the state's witnesses, most of tbem
members of Mr. Buck's family, and it
was apparently very fair and honest.
No evidence was put in for tbe defence,
and the attorneys devoted the arguments
principally to considering whether the
assault was made "with intent to kill
and murder" as charged in the indictment.
Judge Powers in charging the jury instructed them regarding the lesser degrees of assault than that named in the
indictment of which tbey might find the
respondent guilty under the indictment.
The jury retired about 11:30 Tuesday
forenoon, and some less than an hour
afterward returned a verdict of guilty of
assault and battery. Buck, who has
been in jail about five months, was
sentenced on Wednesday to seven months
in jail.

j

Don't fail to see "The Old Country
«m bo rranmbaied th,t «h« th.
Store" at Good Cheer Hall Wednesday
n.a.l. their hast, d.p.«m.
enterthe
the rear ol Brook.' .tore »n the
evening. Nov. 1st. During
at
out
sold
tainment the store will be
raornins of the 12th. ., arn.ll ..»* bta*
OTIIKK CRIMINAL BC8IXES8.
auction, the climax of the entertainment. lf.lt hat was left by them, luis naiis
its
not
see
For real good fun you may
the clue which is considered to connect
Following the Buck case, other crimiwill
equal again for a long time. There
nal matters were disposed of as rapidly
be the usual supper in Good Cheer Hall
The tiret matter was the
as possible.
See
M.
Public invited.
P.
at
case of Alden Farnham of Lincoln PlanIn the vesfurther notice next week.
tation. Against him were two appealed
of
. hat Iron. Poller, hot deule.
try at the same time the juuior classes
search and seizure and single sale,
cases,
the Sunday School will have an apron that this Is the hat.
and an indictment for liquor nuisance
to
ι»
Γηr
help
and candy sale to raise money
At the time of a recent break in Gor·
found at this term. He entered a plea
h»m \ Η
an old pair of shoes was lefl of
defray Sunday School expenses.
guilty in all the cases, and H. H.
Ooo of th«e oM
oew.
Hastings, £eq., briefly stated the circumSome over twenty of the singers ol
i. io the poasereioo of the othcers. stances. Mr. Farnham, whose home is in
this village met with Mr. and Mrs. eboea
oi and is a fair fit for Downs.
Vermont, was employed in the spring
George Briggs Wednesday evening
Downs stoutly asserts aie innocence,
by the proprietors of tbe Aziscoos House
last week to orgauize a chorus and mak«
the
Lewiston
in
was
that he
nighl at Wilson's Mills to take charge of the
arrangements for the coming winter.
llth and that he can prove it farm connected with the house. During
A great deal of Interest was shown by
ac
and
the
officers
the
of
tbe cummer the manager of the house
those present and it was evident that the By agreement
the hearing has been
had some trouble anl left, and Mr.
chorus this winter would be the larges! cused
few days, to permit of furtuer investi Farnham waa put in charge of the bous a
this village has ever had. Besides those
twen
for about three weeks, during which
present there are at lea*t tifteen or
to reports which have gain« time the seizure was made. Mr. Farnham
wt
ty more who are going to join so that
Downs has not implicated hi. 1 not being now engaged in tbia state,
shall have a chorus of about forty voices
brother or any one else, or made anj desired to return to his home in Verand possibly more. After the electioi
which can be called a confes mont.
of officers the organization voted tc
and
Judge Powers imposed sentences, on
accept the kind invitation of Mr.
morning Downs was released • the search and seizure, $100 and costs
Mrs. Briggs to use their home as a meet
not
that
enoug ; and sixty days in jail, or sixty days
meel
th
considering
ing place,· and they also voted to
evidence was in their poesesaion to hol( 1 additional if fine is not paid; on the
every Monday evening
once a week,
was
a
if
bim
hearing
single sale, $50 and costs and thirty days,
commencing with this Monday eveningii
or thirty days additional in default of
A cordial invitation to be present
Card of Thanks.
fine; on the nuisance, $100 and costs,
extended to all who would like to joii
ο!
minumum penalty $250
the chorus. After the business part
We wish to extend our sincere thank ι This makes the
in jail, or, if
^
the meeting was over the remainder ο I to the many friends and neighbor· fo r and costs and ninety days
a total of 210 days in
the evening was very pleasantly spen M their kiudlv, unselfish thoughtfulnes ι no fines are paid,
all
jail.
singing songs that were familiar to
help
The next case was that of Fred Peltier,
The officers chosen were as follows:
Baldwin.
Sisters.
and
appelant from a decision of the Rumford
Bkotukbs
President—Bev. A. K.
Falls Municipal Court in a case of asVice-President—Rev. J Wallace Cbeebro.
He pleaded nolo
Secretary—MUa Grace Thayer.
by old-fashioned method t.1 sauit and battery.
Treasurer—Mr·. James 3. w right.
contendere. Stearns appeared for Pel·
Director and
will soon be only a memory in Arooi
accompanist—Mr·. Cora
a
that
asked
and
β
jail sentence
Brine··
took. One Fort Fairfield dealer ha ι tier
(
(executive committee-Mr. And Mrs. Georg
should not be imposed, m the respond·
fall.
this
25
sold
sulky
WUtoa.
ploughs,
Brig*· sad Mm Herman
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As it is the meeting for the eleci·. m.
tion of officers and the reading of reother officers
ports of treasurer and any
that once what they had found, and
or committees it is quite essential
should Sheriff I)e( oster was at once notihed
every member who can be present
■iud the goods were brought in.
be there.
The find includes, as nearly as can Ik
was the misoccasion
An interesting
estimated, something like
Methodist
the
at
parmeeting
sionary
In the
Some lit'teen the plunder taken.
sonage last Thursday.
which belonged to Arthur K.
ladies were present. Mrs. Lerov Abbott
md was taken from the back room
had charge of the programme, the suball but
Woman the store, were carefully packed
ject being "Woman's Work for
A
two or three of the cameras stole n
in Japan." A social hour with four «■ilt
the
ice
from
hair which was taken
afternoon.
the
o'clock tea concluded
room, was filled with a
Mr. J. Frank Howland has again made iackknives. The judgment of burglars
Paris who didn't know better than to put that
a handsome present to the South
library. It is a valuable book, "The kind of goods in a salt bag is particularBirds of North America" by Jacob H. ly to be criticised, as these are more
Studer. and contains 119 full page colored damaged than any of the other stuff.
text. The cameras in the suit case were well
plates of birds with descriptive
All lovers of birds will want to se^ the protected, and some of the small articllee,
IlowMr.
which were packed into gun cases, were
book and will be grateful to
land.

eut wis a lumber contractor, having a
large number nf men at work for him,
and hie business would suffer from bis
enforced absence.
Judge Powers imposed a âne of 1200 and costs.
Richard I'ye of Oxford pleaded nolo
contendere to two indictments, one as
common seller and the other for single
sale. County Attorney Barnes a*ked to
have sentence imposed on the common
seller indictment, and the other continued for sentence. Mr. Ilazen, in hehalf of Pye, addressed the court brieHy,
requesting that a jail sentence should
not be given.
Judge Powers remarked
briefly on his inability to see the propriety of extending leniency to a common seller, and imposed a fine of 9100
and costs, and sixty days in jail.
Philip Ash of Rumford Falls was
tried on a c;>se appealed from the Rumford Falls Municipal Court, in which he
was charged with an assault upon W. Π.
Roach, a Rumford Falls police officer.
County Attorney Barnes for the state,
Blanchard of Rumford Falle and Swasey
for Ash. The alleged assault was commtitcd on Roach in Bernier's restaurant,
while he was arresting Ash on a warrant
from the Municipal Court. The testimony regarding the circumstauces of the
aff.iir was rather conflicting, and indicated that there might have been some
previous personal feeling between the
two men. The jury after being out a
short time returned a verdict of guilty,
and Ash was later sentenced to pay a
flne of $50 and costs.
Joe McMann of Mexico was tried on a
case appealed from the Rumford Falls
Municipal Court for single sale of liquor.
The complainant, and the only witness
for the state, was Deputy Sheriff Perkins
of Mexico. The sale is alleged to have
been made to an unknown Frenchman on
the night of Saturday, June 17th. On
that night there was a dance in Howard's
Opera House in Mexico, in a stable near
which McMann at that time kept his
team. On that night Sheriff Perkins
concealed himself in the bushes near
Ile saw McMann drive
this stable.
toward Rumford Falls, and later return.
Afterward he saw, as he testifies, by the
light of the moon, McMann dealing out
bottles to members of a crowd who had

gathered, and heard conversation posi-

May, j
1905, Mrs. Buck decided to leave her
husband, aud taking the boy with her <
Part of the Shurtleff "5wag" Found.
(the girl being at that time with rela-1
tives elsewhere), she went to the home
1
1Ν THE WOODS SKAK THE RAILKOAI», of Mrs. Mary C. Buck, mother of Amos
A. Buck and grandmother of Mary Etta·
OPPOSITE THE LOW KB SEMAPHORE.
Buck, on Tremont Street in Paris Hill
ί
village.
ν portion Of the goods stolen from the
lie
ΙΟ Cil IS llOllat) OQ UI» aiiriuuou «II
store of F. A. Shurtleff A U»"
2T)th of May came Amos A. Buck. When :
ninht of the 11th was found Si
lie entered the house the women of the!
afternoon in the woods near the village. household were in the stable, but they
\lbert Littlehale and fceonard \N> o«xl, soon came in, and he asked his wife if she
who had been walking down the railroad was goiug home with him. She said |
south of the village, were returamg and she was net, and soon went out and sat
when near the semaphore at the lower down on the front steps.
lie went out1
end of the yard. deciding to come back and sat down near her, and their conver-1
bv way of the woods aud I ine Street, sation was continued. After a few
thev got over the fence into the pines. minutes she got up and walked toward
Thev had hardly got into the woods be the village,
and he followed. They
re thev discovered a pile of leaver and went out nearly to Main Street, and
rubbish, with the corner of a suit cast then turned and came back, sitting down
sticking out of it. They understood at in the opeu door of the stable at the ;

There will be no regular entertainment after the Rebekah meeting Friday
will
evening of this week but a sociable
be indulged in if good music can be

represented

A Week of Criminal Business.

The Christian Endeavor of the Baptisl
church will have a penny social Wednesday evening, Oct. 2">. Everything must arson.
County Attorney Barnes, following a
be paid for in pennies. Admission S
long week with the grand jury, has bad
cents.
a bard week of trials, keeping him conThe Knights of Pythias will work the tinuously at work. De has been zealous
rank of Knight Friday evening. Light in his prosecution of the matters in his
refreshments will be served. Rehearsal charge, and has had many compliments
will be held Wednesday evening at 7:30. on his thorough preparation on all cases,
A full attendance desired.
and the skill and readiness which be
There will be special meetings at the shows in the trials.
Judge Powers has with one exception
Methodist
vestry Tuesday, Thursday
term in jail in all sentences
and Friday of this week at 7:30 P. m. included a
him in liquor cases, whether
Kev. Messrs. Chesbro and Warner gave imposed by
it was a first offence or otherwise. It is
fraternal assistance in the last Friday
understood that there was quite an
meeting. This Monday evening there exodus from Rumford FaHs to New
will be
a
cottage meeting at Miss
Hampshire just before the grand jury
Skilliugs' on Main Street. Next Sunday finished
its work, and some of those inRev. A. W. Pottle will exchange pulpits
dicted have not yet appeared in court.
with Kev. II. A. Clifford.
The grand jury reported Monday afterThe Paris Grange has invited West noon, bringing in twenty-six indictments,
Paris ι>range to assist iu their anuiver- as follows:
The meeting lasts
sarv day, Oct. 28th.
A mue A. Buck. Assault with Intent to kill.
Ailam Miller, allas A. M. Miller, allas Ail. M.
for the day and includes dinner at the
Miller. Cheating by false pretences.
hall. Programme consists of :
Break
James DeCoster, alia· .lames Russell.
Maetur Ο. K. CSlffor·!.
VMresa of Welcome
lng and entering and larceny.
Weo. Hammond.
Sullivan F. Blckford. Illegal sale of mortResponse llhtory

"Vnlvewaltot

telephone

num

has returned home.

Church, Rev. J. H. Little, Pastor
Prr.i> «lng service every Sunday at 10:43 a. h.
Evening service, 7
Sun lay School at 1i R.

a

a

Mrs. C. E. Howe, who has been visit
ing in Waltham, Mass., for several weeks,

it

Dr. Stewart has
Citizens' line, 2-21.

I

Mrs. Agnes B. Ponfold went to Bostoi I ;
fur a visit Monday morniug.

RAILWAY.

Commencing October 1,1905,
ΓΚΑΙ.Νβ

Saturday sight.

worth of goods, James DeCoiter, aliaa
James Russell, hud pleaded not guilty.
A jury was empaneled to try the caae,
bat after somewhat prolonged consultations between counsel

and parties,

the

oounty attorney entered a nol pros as to
the breaking and entering, and DeCoster

pleaded guilty

to

larceny.

He was later

sentenced to three months in jail.
James B. Poland of Oxford pleaded

not guilty to an indictment for single
sale. The case was continued to the
next term, and he was released on bail.
John Russell of Oxford pleaded not
guilty to an indictment as common seller and was remanded to jail.
THE

DAT

ARSON CASK.

The longest and last trial of the term,
and the first arson case in this court in
many years, was opened Friday morning.
It was on an indictmcnt for arson against
Lois M. Day, Albert L. Day and Clarence
W. Day of Mexico. Before the case was
opened so much of the indictment as
alleged that the burning was in the
and later a
night time was nol
nol pros was entered as to Lois M. Day,
leaving the other two respondents to
answer the charge.
Barnes, county attorney, for the state; Swasey, N. G.
Foster and Stevenson for defence.
Mrs. Lois M. Day is the widow of
William C. Day of Mexico, and Albert L.
Day and Clarence W. Day, young men
in their twenties, are her sons. The

prossed,

building which the respondents are accus-

ed of firing is the house occupied by them,
This house,
at. Ridlonville in Mexico.
which was built by Mr. Day during his
life, wae one of the finest bouses in the
place, a two-story house with cellar
under the whole, handsomely finished
and furnished.
Quite a fraction of the population of
Mexico was present as witnesses to testify on the one side or the other regarding
the fire, or series of fires, in question.
These fires occurred on the morning of
the 23d of June, the firat alarm being
given about half past two. There is no
organized fire department or hydrant
service in Mexico, but a crowd of fire
fighters quickly gathered. The fire was
in a small store room or vegetable room
in one corner of tho cellar. It was supposedly extinguished in a few minutes.
Hardly was that fire disposed of before
a fire was discovered in the attic stairfires
way. At some time during these
the portiere between the parlors on the
fire.
on
be
first fl-ior was discovered to
These tires were disposed of with a few
minutes' work, and the crowd of fire
fighters went home.
About au hour later a seond alarm of
fire was given from the Day house. This
time the fire was in a closet opening out
of a sewing room, near tbe'foot of the
attic stairs. At the same time a fire
was burning under the floor of the attic,
and this ran across between the floor
timbers, from one side of the house to
the other.
After these fires had been extinguished, watchmeu wore placed in tho building until the arrival of the insurance
agent during the forenoon. In the afternoon the selectmen visited the house to
make their official investigation, leaving
about three o'clock. Soon after five
o'clock another alarm of fire was given,
and a small blaze, which was quickly
subdued, was found in the wall of one of
the bedrooms on the second floor. The
insurance on the house has since been
adjusted for $300.
The theory of the state is that the
places where these several fires broke
out were too remote from one another to
justify the supposition that they were
communicated from the first fire, in the
basement. There was also quite an
amount of testimony introduced to show
that there was a pile of papers or other
inflammablo material at the starting
of several of the fires, and that in

points

at least two of them there was à strong
odor of kerosene. It was also testified
that the fire lighters were discouraged in
their efforts by the Day boys, who, except at the basement fire, did not assist
THE .MAXBL&UUHTKK ΙΛΝΚ,
in the work at all, but declared that it.
Probably the youngest respondent was no use to fight it, the house had got
who ever sat in the dock of this court to go, and one of them remarked, when
charged with homicide was Ralph L. one fire had been extinguished, that it
Young of Rutnford, whose trial on an would break out again in a little while.
indictment for manslaughter began Wed- The house was shown by the state to
nesday afternoon. He is fourteen years have been In the name of Lois M. Day,
uud a few months of age. The occur- to have been mortgaged for $3500 and
It was also shown
rence which gavo rise to the indictment insured for $5000.
was the fatal
shooting of Dwight F. that Mrs. Day conveyed her interest in
Hillman of Rumford by a gun in the the house seven days after the fire. Wilhands of Ralph Young on the 14th of liam C. Day. husband of Lois M. Day,
September of this year. It was report- who built the house, died just a month
ed in the papers at tho time, but with before the fire.
pur cne acienco u i« jwserieu umi au
inaccuracies of detail. The trial was not
long, taking less than a day, and the tbe movements of the Day boys during
two principal witnesses who were exam- the night and day of the fires are fully
ined were boys, one of them the accused, accounted for, and m>tny of the circumand the other a brother of the boy who stauccH which havo directed suspicion
to them are explained by the evidence;
was shot, 12 years of age.
Lewis J. Hillman, the father of the ι hat whether the several outbreaks of
boy win» was shot, lives on tho Isthmus tire were communicated one from anroad in Rumford, a few miles from Ruin- other through the walls of the house, or
ford Falls. The Young boy lives a mile were spread by tbe ill-advised efforts of
and a half or two miles distant. On the the volunteer firo fighters, or by what14lh of September Mrs. Hillman was ever means, they could not have been set
absent in another town, and Mr. Hill- by tho Day boys, whose whereabouts are
man had goue to the Andover fair, leavdistinctly shown by the evidence.
Tbe trial of this case dragged its slow
ing at home his two sons, Lewis M„ 12
the testimony going into
years of ago, and Dwight F., 10 years of length along,
age.
Ralph Young came there with his details at considerable length, so that
shot gun, and the Hillman boys went the state's case was closed, and the dehunting with him, taking a gun from fence opened, just before the adjournthe house with them.
Coming back ment Saturday night. It will probably
after a while to the house, they sat take the day Monday, and it is hoped to
down on a sofa on the piazza for a close it before night. As it is the last
while, and it was there discovered that case for trial, the end of it will be practithere was some trouble with the lock of cally the end of tho term.
Ralph's gun, so that it would not work
NOTES.
properly. The lock was partially taken
Robert C. Foster of Portland was adafterwards
and
replaced.
apart
the first week
After the boys had sat awhile on the mitted to practice during
of tbe term. Mr. Foster is the son of
piazza, and had gone into the house for
and is a graduate
a time to hear a graphophone,
Ralph Judge Euoch Foster and
Harvard Law
took his gun, put a cartridge in it, and of Bowdoin College
will enter tbe law firm of
started to go home. As he reached the School. He
of which his father is
Foster &.
edge of the lawn, the Hillman boys hav- the head. Hereey,
ing followed him together a short distance from the house, Ralph turned, and
The number of divorces granted so
his gun was discharged. The charge of far is much less than the average, alNo. β shot struck Dwight Hillman in the though about the usual number were
left side of the abdomen, and he fell to entered on the docket at this term.
the ground. The other boys carried him Perhaps this fact may be partly explaininto the house amLup stairs, and Ralph ed by the attitude of Judge Powers on
Dr. McCarty of divorces. While he grants divorces in
went for assistance.
Rumford Falls was summoned, and cases where he is convinced a statutory
dressed the wounds, but considered it a cause exists, he requires two witnesses
probably fatal injury, and in fact the boy besides the libelant, and is not content
died on the sixth day afterward.
with a mere ex parte presentation of the
So much of the facts is undisputed. case, but himself takes the parties in
There is no evideuce even of any un- hand and probes thoroughly all the
pleasantness between the boys. The facts in the case. This makes the attortheory of the defence is that the occur- neys a little shy of presenting anything
The theory but a
rence was purely accidental.
perfectly good case to him.
of the prosecution is that the accident
additional to those already
Divorces
was due to gross and criminal carelessNo reported have been granted ss follows:
ness on the part of the Young boy.
deliberate shooting is charged, nor any
Walter E. Frye ν». Gertrude F. Fryo. Cruel
intention to shoot, but Lewis Hillman and abusive treatment.
Llbby.
testified that Ralph raised the gun and
Charles D. Cord well vs. Maggie Cord well. Depointed it at the Hillman boye and raised sertion.
the hammer. Ralph on the other hand
Benson.
stated that he was carrying the gun on
Alfred Ilobbs vs. Josephine Hobbs. Adultery·
hie arm when he turned, and that it was
Custody of minor child given to the father.
Smith.
discharged without his knowing that he
touched it at all. Most of the contraErnest C. I'enley vs. Carrie F. Penley. Aduldictory testimony bore upon these points, tery.
Wright à Wheeler, derrick A Park.
and upon the statements which the boys
The gun was
have since made about it.
Frank M. Thurston vs. Carrie A. Thurston.
introduced in evidence, and it was shown Cruel and abusive treatment. Custody of minor
children to the lather.
that it would not stay cocked, and that
Swaaey.
the spring wan so stiff that it required a
Ne'lleM. Ellis vs. William A. Ellis. Ifablta
strong pull to raise it.
of Intoxication. Custody of minor children given
Barnes, county attorney, for the state. to libelant.
8wasey.
Stevenson and Swaaey for the respondThe case was given to the jury
ent.
Clara Ellsworth vs. Samuel L. Ellsworth.
the
soon after 3 o'clock Thursday afternoon. Adulte'y. Custody of minor child given to
mother.
After being out for about an hour the
11. H. Hasting*.
jury came in for further instructions, Josephine C. Sawyer vs. Herbert O. Sawyer.
then went out again, and about β o'clock Cruel and abnslve treatment. Custody of minor
returned with a verdict of not guilty.
child given t > the libelant.
Kimball A Son.
Camille Fountaine of Rumford Falls
Mertie Stanley ve. Frank Stanley. Cruel and
on a nuisance indictment.
was

arraigned

As he was not familiar

with

English,

abu-dve treatment
Kimball ft Son.

made interpreter, and
Edith M. Burgess vs. Herbert A. Burgess.
after the long indictment, with its in- Cruel and abusive treatment.
Harlow.
volved legal verbiage, bad been transVer·
lated to him clause by clause, with a
8ylvla Mav Tripp vs. Bert M. Tripp, aliasmln^r
Desertion. Castody of
il. Tripp
puzzled expression on his face, when ton
mother.
to
the
child
given
asked to plead, he replied through the
Foster.
interpreter that be wae guilty but "not

Philip Ash

was

A
so much as there is on that paper."
decidedly audible and somewhat pro- WOUNDS, BRUISES AND BURNS.
longed smile rippled around the court
By applying an antiseptic dressing to
room, and was not severely reprimand- wounds, braises, burns and like injuries
the
Honor.
Afterward
ed by His
plea before inflammation seta in, they may
to plain guilty, and be be healed without maturation and in
was amended
was given two months in jail.
about one-third tbe time required by

Albert Wentworth of Norway, for the the old treatment. This in the great dismischievous taking of a boat, was fined covery and triumph of modern surgery.
910 and costs on an appealed case. He Chamberlain'· Pain Balm acta on this
It is an antiseptic and
same principle.
paid.
Frank Knox of Fryeburg pleaded when
to such injuries, causes
applied
On
them to heal very quiokly. It also alguilty on a nuisance indictment.
the statement of Mr. Wright to the lay· tbe pain and soreness and prevents
sold
court that Mr. Knox had
nothing any danger of blood poisoning. Keep a
but older, and that on the supposition bottle of Pain Balm in yonr home and it
sell
a
to
he
had
that
it, Judge will save you time and money, not to
right
Powers imposed a fine of 9100 and costs, mention the inconvenience and suffering
which was paid.
•ucb injurie· entail. For aale by ShurtOn an indictment for breaking and leff Λ Co., South Pari·; Jones Drug
entering the store of J. W. Bennett at Store, Oxford; Noyes Drag Store, Nor·
Ollead and the larceny of about 910 waj.

X

NORWAY.
Norway'· good people did

Football.
not

"skip

the town owing to the work of the grand
^
Work apparently i§ going forward at
the Deering Street office of the Norway
and Western Railroad. There Is however nome doubt about building the
bridge over the outlet of the lake before
spring.
Dr. Bial P. Bradbury is shingling his
buildings. Horace Mixer and crew are
doing the work.
Norway Orange will celebrate its 31st
anniversary on Saturday, Oct. 28tb. It
will be an all-day affair. A baked bean
dinner will be served to, it is hoped,

P. Π. S.

30;

BLISS COLLEGE

0.

Paris High School football team played its first home game against a visiting
team at its grounds Saturday afternoon.
The visitors were a team from Bliss

Kebekah Assembly.
E. W.

Dyer, superintendent

of

the

I
|

discriminating taste ; the woman who is
desirous of having the BEST and yet does not desire to
the
pay Exclaeiirc Price·, is wearing
The

Business College, Lewiston, and although
heavier than Paris they were no match
for them. What advantage their extra
weight gave them was more than offset
by their poor headwork and slowness in
running off their plays.

Capt. Sumner won the toss and chose
to defend the west goal, taking advantage
of the wind, and giving Bliss the ball.
Paris got down the field well on the kick
off, and Bliss was able to make first
will down just once, Paris holding her for
every member of the order. There
on the second attempt, and in a
be a good literary entertainment and downs
J. H. few plays traveled the short distance to
Rev.
be
will
the
speakers
among
Bliss* goal line for the first touchdown,
Little of South Paris.
the ball over the line.
David W. Frost, who died at his Prost Titcomb carrying
third and fourth touchHill home, on October 12lh, was one of The second,
downs were scored in about the same
the oldest men in the town of Norway.
Bliss showing very poor judgHe was born In Norway in July, 1826. manner,
ment in allowing Paris to kick to her, as
He leaves a widow and βνβ children:
she was unable to gain and Paris would
Mrs. A. G. Lnvejoy, P. E. Prost, C. P.
hold for downs and then
Frost, Geo. D. and Asa. Interment in immediately
the ball over Bliss' line for another
Pike Ulll cemetery. Mr. Prost was a carry
touchdown. The first half ended with
life-long Democrat and a most excellent a score of 20 to 0.
citizen.
three of
In the second half Paris
Nearly fifty Norway people took ad- its substitutes a chance to gave
play, and did
vantage of the very low excursion rates not work as hard as in the first half;
to Boston this week.
made two more touchEd Jordan, for years the head sawyer however, they
downs but failed at both goals. At one
for C. B. Cummings «ft Sons, while at
in this half Bliss made first down
work at the firm's new steam mill at time
times in succession, but this was
Crockett Island, bad his left ankle brok- three
He the only time during the game that she
en Wednesday of last week by a log.
team work.
is doing as well as can be expected. He showed any
During the game Paris made first
is now about on crutches and declares
down
17 times, Bliss (J times. Paris held
he will be at work again in a few days.
downe 5 times, while Bliss was
Good courage is more than good medi- Bliss for
unable to hold Paris once during the
cine with some, truly.
Bliss attempted to punt once
Capt. J. W. Nash is much pleased with game.
but it resulted in a failure.
the report just received from the AdjuChapman is credited with the longest
tant General on the condition δf Co. D,
of the day, a run of 70 yards for a
1st Regt., N. G. S. M., of which he is gain
The report touchdown on a criss-cross. Sumner,
the commanding officer.
Chapman and Titcomb also
speake in highest terms of the standing Merrill,
of over 30 yards. The Paris
of the organization. In marksmanship made gains
team played together in good shape and
Co. D leads the state. There are 11 exTitcomb and
22 each roan worked hard.
pert marksmen, 2 sharpshooters,
hard and made fine
Chapman
played
third
10
second
class,
2
class,
marksmen,
while J. Barrett and Sturtevant
and 1 fourth class. The weekly drills gains,
are proving to be good men in their
have an average attendance of 30. One
member comes on foot a distance of nine positions. Line-up:
I1LIS8 COLLEGE.
P. H. S.
About
miles to attend the meetings.
r.e., O. Uriftith.
Jan. 1, '<>6, an inspection of the com- Penîey, Le.
r.t., Saunders.
S. Sumner, l.t.
pany will be made by a regular U.
r.g., Gagnon.
Lowe, Bradford, l.g.
c. and f.b., Doughty.
Barrett, c.
army officer.
I. Griffith.
l.g.,
the
Sturtevant,
from
r.g.
move
will
Elden Stevens
l.t., Coughlln.
Merrill, r.t.
Whitcomb house on Water Street to the Chapman, r.e.
I.e., Oleson
<| b., Murphy.
Clare, q.b.
Bumpun house at the Palls.
r.b.b., McCarthy,
Geo. Swift has sold his Paris Street Titcomb, 1 h.b.
O'Shea.
r.h.b.
E.
I.h.b.,
llebbard,
Barrett,
house to E. R. Berry. Mr. Berry will at Bennett, Newell, f.b.
f.b. and c., Casey. I
once complete the house and build a
8.
Wheeler.
Referee.
Umpire, Gray. Linesstable
men, R. Wheeler ami Chapman. Timers, Record
Titcomb 2; ChapTouchdowns,
and
Simmons.
at
Delia M. Noyes is with her mother
man 2: Sumner, Merrill, llebbard. Goals from I
Fryeburg Centre for a ten days' visit.
Miuchdown-, Titcomb 3; Sumner 1. Time of I
A party consisting of Capt. Wright halves, 20 and 15 minute·.
Bisbee, Henry B. Foster, Clarence M.
The game at the high school grounds
Smith, Morrell M. Fuller, Lewis Brooke, next Saturday promises to be one of the
Π.
and
L.
Oscar Bennett, Will Libby
P. H. S. will meet
best of the season.
Cushman with others are at Camp CinnaLeavitt Institute for a return game, and
It is remon for their annual fox hunt.
as Leavitt won the first game Tarie will
ported that several foxes and coons have try bard to win this one. Tbe teams are
The company is all
been captured.
well matched and it is hoped a large
right and enjoying life at camp.
crowd will come out and support the
Eugene Lebroke and family are in home team.
Waterford for two weeks' visit.
The S. I. Millett house on Main Street,
AN AWFUL COUGH CURED.
next to the Grange Building, is being
"Two years ago our little girl had a
shingled.
of pneumonia, which left her
F. E. Tower's friends are talking up touch
with an awful cough. She had spells of
a musical recital to be conducted by him
coughing, just like one with the whoopand to be given in the near future.
some thought she would
The Norway Amusement Club has ing cough and
all. We got a bottle of
leased the F. R. Taylor boat house on not get well at
which
Water Street and will be directed by F. Chamberlain's Cough Heroedy
like a charm. She stopped coughJ. McCarthy. The officers are as follows: acted
ing and got stout and fat," writes Mrs.
I'reslilent—Roy .Ionian.
Ora Bussard,
Burbaker, 111. This
Vlcc· President— Frank Moore.
is for sale by Shurtleff & Co.,
Treae.—W. S. Stearns.
remedy
Sec—W. S.Chamller.
South Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford;
Doorkeeper—A. E. Noreeworthy.
Store, Norway.
a
has
Walker
William B.
accepted po- Noyes Drug
Windham
at
Depot,
sition as painter
Dr. I
Glasses on weekly payments.
Ν. Π., where he goes at once.
Read my ad.
Parmenter.
this
at
visited
Davis
G.
Deering
Rev. S.
week where he was formerly pastor of
Here I· Relief for Women.
the Deering Universalist church.
If you have pains In the back, Urinary, BladThomas Powers and Geo. Tucker are
der or Kidney trouble, ami want a certain, ideas,
at work on the Ryerson Block chimneys. ant herb remedy for womtn's Ills, try Moth'-r
Karl L. Tower, son of F. E. Tower, Gray's Australl*a»Le«f. It le a safe monthly
or by mall So cents.
has resigned his position in New York regulator. At Druggists
package FREE. Address, Tbe Mother
and entered the Ν. E. Conservatory of Sample
Ν.
Y.
Lc
Roy,
Co.,
Gray
Music, Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor M. waumanoi
Lynn, Mass., are visiting bis parents, C. Collector's Notice of Sale of Lands
P. Whitman and wife. "Bob" has many
of Non-Resident Owners.
friends in town, who are more than
him
to
meet
again.
pleased
STATE OF MAINE.
A regular assembly of Oxford Council,
No. 14, K. and S. M., was held on Friday
UnpaM taxes on lands situated lu the town of
evening at Masonic Hall. M. I. Grand Rethel, In the County of Oxford, for the year
of
Maine, 1904.
Master of the Grand Council
The following list of taxes on real estate of
Charles B. Adams, formerly of Waterowners In the town of Bethel, afore
was
ville now of Portland,
present and non-resident
aid, for the year inn*, committed to me for col
Following the lection
made an official visit.
for said Town on tlie Uth day of June,
work was a banquet to which all did INK, remain unpaid ; and notice Is hereby given
If said taxes w th Interest and charges are
ample justice. Some time was passed that
not previously itald, so much of the real estate
in speech making and song. The meet- taxed
as Is sulllclcnt and necessary to pay the
amount due therefor, Including Interest and
ing broke up at an early hour.
at public auction at Odeon
The following were among those who charges, will be sold on
the flrst Monday In
in said town,
attended the annual session of the grand Hall,
nine
o'clock a. m.
at
December, W05,
bodies of Odd Fellows of Maine at Portland last week: Grand Representative
A. S. Kimball of the Grand Encampment; Past Grand Master A. L. F. Pike
of the Grand Lodge; Mrs. M. L. Kimball
and Mrs. H. J. Bangs of the Grand

|

Revelation Shoes.

ii

il

3

Automatic Telephone Co.'s construction Zenas C. Estes, the N. A. Austin lot,
part of Ethrldge Farm,
works east of the Connecticut River, of
C. M. Goes, the D. M. Goes Farm,
Waverly, R. I., was in town during the I

Revalation Shoe.
Made in Patent Colt, Kid, Gun Metal Calf.
SELLING AT

Popular Prices of $3.00 and $3.50.
AT

officers.
The harvest supper at the Congrega-

tional church vestry Wednesday evening
was very largely attended and was a

pleasant occasion.
Thomas Bradbury is at work with bis
crew cutting and
shipping Christmas
trees. De intends to ship something
like five thousand trees before the end of
most

the season.

Don't Get Footsore! Get Allen'· Foot Kase
A wonderful powder that cures tired, aching,
swollen, sweating feet and makes new or light
shoes easy. Ask to-day for Allen's Foot-Kaec.
At all Druggist* and 8hoe Stores. 25 eta. Don't
accept any substitute.

Born.
Norway, Oct. 14, to the wile of .7. E. Marston, a daughter
In Bryant's Pond, Oct. 16, to the wife of John
Hathaway, a eon.
In Gl^ead, Sept. 27, to the wife of J. D. Ben-

THE

SOUTH PARIS, Γ1ΑΙΝΕ.

Married.
In Oxford, Oct 16, by Bev. W. T. Chapman,
Mr. Edward Leland Stone and Miss Nina Gertrude Wnrdwell.
In Rumford Falls, Oct. 8, by Bev. Fr. LaFlamme, Mr. Hugh Mooney and Miss Helen

Underwear.

Sweaters.

Time now to supply yourselves
We with proper underwear for the cold
few anil winter that is almost here.

The proper garment for

door

man or

have

already

boy

out-

an

to wear now.

quite

sold

a

We have a strong line of Fleeced
in all sizes at 50c., 75c.,
Plain grays, blues, blacks, gar- Underwear
and
$1.50.
nets ; also plain bodies with necks $1,
All wool and cotton and wool,
All
and cuffs of a different color.
sizes from a child's age 3 to a man's not fl eced lined, 75c., $1, $1.50.
have

a

large variety

to show

J8.

Child's Sweaters,

Boys'
Men's

you.

50c.

to

$1.00

Sweaters.

50c.

to

$1.50

Sweaters,

$1.00

to

5

00

Union Suits.
We have three
$2.

grades, $1, $1.50,

3.00 grades, 50c., 75c., $1.
YOU VISIT US AND
HAVE
WOULD LIKE TO
OUR GOODS. ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE.
$1.00

several

in

Medium Underwear

Wescut and Golf Sweaters,

to

SEE

F. H. NOYES CO.,
NORWAY,

SOUTH PARIS.

Carpet Room

Our

Is getting into its Fall Dress.

It

has all kinds of Floor Covers.
Squares, Carpet Sized Rugs, Mud

Art

Carpets,

Hats, Rubber Mats, Wire Mats, Stove flats and all

Carpet Room Sundries.

Dayton Bolster & Co.

N.

ΜΑΙΜΉ.

PARIS.

SOUTH

BOYS' SUITS.

ÎÎ
Β
$

4
7

Our

new

stock of

Boy»' Clothing

oilers

proof

of

superior values that we are showing in boy»'
wearing apparel. We have suits for all ages.
Russian and Junior suits for hoys from 3 to S.
Norfolk and double breasted suits for boys from S

the

1831

to 16.

GENTLEMAN

Long

trousers suits for the

larger boys.

XI. B. Foster,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

Tte OHLV Agrictdlural KWSparur.
ASS ADMITTEDLY THE

Leading Aalciiltcnl Journal of the Worli

the
Every department written by specialists,
highest authorities in their respective lines.
No other paper pretends to compere with It
In qualifications of editorial staff.
Gives the agricultural NEWS with a degree
of completeness not even attempted by others.

$3.50 Army Shoes for $2.50
made of
We have a lot of Men's Army Shoes, S, 9, and 10,
in
shoes
every
in
stock
of
the very best
every part, perfect

INDISPENSABLE TO

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS
KEEP VP WITH THE TIMES.

the best

Four Months? Trial

Trip 50 cents.

SPECIMEN COPIES

Bankrupt's

ever

sold for that

If you

price.

wear

8,

so

popular

last

9

or

HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF THOSE

Pure Gum Rubbers
With Leather

will be moiled free on request. It will pay anyto
body interested In any way in country life
■end for them. Address the publishers :

LUTHER TUCKER * SON,
Uushley, both ft Kumford Fall·.
In West Sumner, Oct. 15, by Rev. E.O.Taylor,
Albany, Ν. T·
Sumner
West
of
Arthur
William
Bonney
Mr.
|y Subscription· taken at this office.
and Ml-a Ella Agnes Newell of 8umner.
In Rumford Falls, Oct. IS, by Rev. George A.
Martin, Mr. Walter Rolfe and Miss Eva May
Elliott, both of Rumford.
Petition for Discharge.
In Rumford Falls, Oct. 18, by Rev. G. B. Han)
In the matter of
naford, Mr. Prank A. Ka»tman and Miss Stella
Ε/.ΚΛ M. FULLER.
J) In Bankruptcy.
M. chapman of Rumford Falls.
Bankrupt.
W.
Kimball
In Andover, Oct 14, Mr. George
of Kumford and Miss Gertrude M. Learned of To the Hon. Clabence IUle, Judge of the I
Λ ndover.
District Court of the United States for the
In Buckfleld, Oct. 16, by Rev. A. W. Pottle,
District of Maine:
P.
Miss
and
Emogen
L
Record
Mr. Warren
M. FULLER, of Peru, in the CounIn
Buck, both of Buckfleld.
ty of Oxford, and State of Maine,
said District, respectfully represents, that on
the 11th day of Februaiy.last past, he was duly
the Acts of Congress
Died.
adjudged bankrupt underthat
he has duly surrelating to bankruptcy;
rendered all bis property and rights of property,
70
about
the requirements
D.
all
Cook, aged
In Parla, Oct. 22, A.
and bas fully compiled with
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
years.
M.
Samuel
Mrs.
Oct.
9,
In Rumford Fall·,
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he m*y be decreed
Smith, aged 91 years. 4 months.
from all
In Dlxheld, Oct., Mark Kllgore.
by the Court to have a full discharge
In North Turner, Oct. 7, Mrs. Lydla J., wife debts provatle against his estate under said
are exas
Pari·.
debts
of
surh
fo
merly
of Konello Dunham,
bankruptcy Acts, except
In Peril, Oct. 21, Miss Louise B. Babcock, cepted by law from such discharge.
1905.
D.
A.
of
9tb
October,
56
this
Dated
day
year-.
aged
EZRA M. FULLER, Bankrupt.
In Norway, O. t 12, David W. Frost, aged 80
year·, 3 month*.
OBDEB OF NOTICE THEBEON.
In Buckfleld, Oct. 16, Mr·. Nellie DeCoata, aged
54 years.
District or M awe, as.
On this 14th day of Oct., A. D. 1905, on readpetition, It Is
NOTICE.
ing the foregoing
Ordered by the Court, that a bearing be bad
In the District Conrt of the United State· for the
the same on the 3d day of Nov., A. D.
upon
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
1900, before said Court at Portland, In. said Dis)
In tbe matter of
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
The Oxfonl DemGUY POWERS,
[ In Bankruptcy, notice thereof be published In
of Woodetock, Bankrupt. )
ocrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
and other persons in
known
creditors,
all
the
that
In
Power·
of
To the créditera
Guy
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
If any they have, why the
Notloe la hereby given that on the 21st day ol and show cause,
of said petitioner should not be granted.
Oct., A. D. 1900, the said Guy Power· wai prayer
And it Is further Ordered by the Court, that the
Aral
the
that
and
duly adjudicated bankrupt, held at tbe Court Clerk shall rend by mall to all known creditors
meeting of hi· creditor· will be
and thla order, addressed
House, In South Pari·, on the 8th day of Nov-, copies ofatsaid petition of resldenoe as stated.
their places
A. D. 1905, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which to them
Witness the Hon. Clakknci Hale, Judge
theli
I time the said creditor· may attend, prove
said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portclaim·, appoint a trustee, examine tbe bankrupt, of the
on the 14th day of Oct.,
and transact auch other business as may proper)} land, In said District,
D.
1908.
A.
said
come before
meeting.
E. HEWEY, Clerk.
JAMES
[L. ·.]
South Paria, Oct. as, 1900.
A true copy of pétition and order thereon.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Ε. HEW ΕΥ. Clark.
MES
:-^JA
Attest
Referee la Bankruptcy

our

fit you.

WE ALSO

Five Subscriptions, t&.&O.

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS to BAM·
EUS OP LABCKU CLUBS.

goods

10 we can

Slagls Subscription, fl.CO;
Two Subscriptions, $2.50;

ARE
THEY
AND
is $2.50. They are
last
while
they
price

Regular price $3.50,

respect.

WORTH IT,

WHO WISH TO

In

nett, a son.
In Greenwood, Oct. 21, to the wife of Wllber
A. Swan, a son.
In North Kumford. Oct 13, to the wife of C.
D. Howard, a son—Robert Lee.

8TORE8.

BLUE

ESTABLISHED

COUNTRY

Frothingham's,

W. O.

F J. TYLER, Collector of Taxes of the Town
week. He holds an excellent position of Bethel.
with the compauy.
Oct at. 190ft.
Frank T. True, City Treasurer of
Council Bluffs, Iowa, is visiting hie uncle,
Ifr. True went west
F. A. Danforth.
nearly twenty years ago and since that
time has been connected with the city's
affairs in some public way as one of its

|

of

woman

Hunters

season.

are

We haveS, 10, 12, 14, and 16 inch
to
according to length of leg.

$3.75,

any kind of footwear you

can

delighted

leg.

Tops

with them.

Price from

$2.75

Remember if you want
find what you want here.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,
Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.

NORWAY, MAINE.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Tolophouo 118*8.

EZRA

Piano lessons

given day

or

evening.

Reasonable

rates.

Mrs. Parmenter, Piano Instructor.
Write

or

leave order

at

Dr.

Parmenter's Optical OtHce, Norway.

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OP THE

MIORO FAILS «I COMPANY, Moil Fills,
SEPTEMBER 8, 1905.

AmD°,JŒF'

OEOROE D. BISBEE, President.
, PWk M.
IRISH, AmIiuh Treasurer.
LEWIi
ELISHA PRATT, Treasurer.
J. Chlsholm, Charles D. Brow··
TRUSTEES—Oeorge D. Blsbee, Waldo Pcttenglll, Hugh
P.
Π. Simpson.
Morse,
S.
James
John Houghton,
ORGANIZED FEBRUARY I, 1«Λ.
LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock

Surplus

Undivided profits
Savings deposits,
Demand deposits
Certificate of deposits,
Dividends unpaid,
Due to other banks

RESOURCES.
I 305.376 92
Demand loans
183,140 10
Time loans,
181,67* 75
Loans on mortgages of real estate,..
520,929 15
Bonds and stocks,
32,806 a
Real estate
1,00000
Safe an I furniture
MS 14
AOto Due from other banks,
«7,104 00
ash on deposit,
800 78
94,568 70
Cash on band
$1,278,*» eo
61,278,962 «8
$ 100.(100 00
100,001 at
18,2·.Μ 36
731,8K3 TO
2U0.444 nft
37,000 oo

F. E. TIMBERLAKE, Bank Examiner.

A LOW PRICE

HAPPY WOMEN.

ON

Wouldn't any woman be happy,
After years of backache suffering;
Days of misery, nights of unrest.
The distress of urinary troubles,
To find relief and cure?
No reason why any reader
Should suffer in the face of evidence
like this:
Mrs. Almira A. Jackson, of East Front
"For
SU Traverse City, Mich., says:
twenty years I

—

—

Wool Carpets
patterns and clean

to cloce out odd

my

MAINE.

cause

feet
of

bethe

numbness and
been
lack of circulation. Had a knife
could
thrust into my kidneys the pain
sleep
not have been more intense. My
of distorted
was disturbed by visions

were anfigures. The kidney secretions
was tortured
noying I y irregular, and I
used
with thirst and always bloated. I
Pills. The
seven boxes of Iran's Kidney
100
bloating subsided until I weighed
like a child and
could
sleep
less,
pounds
and the irreguwas relieved of the pain
circulalarity of the kidney action. My
in every
tion is good and I feel better

No appetite. loss of strength, nervou·»
headache. oonstlpation. bad breath,
general debility, sour risings, and catarrh
of tha stomach ara all due to Indigestion.
This new discovKodol cures indigestion.
ery represents the natural Juices of digestion aa they exist in a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonic
and reoon*tractive properties. Kodol Dyapopsia Cure doaa not only cure indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
cure· all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
tike mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. & S. EMI Of Ravenswood. W. Va.. aaj·.—
I *u troubled wttk sour stomach for tweetjr years.
Kodol owed ro· aad wo are Dow uainf Κ ia Bilk
oeaa.

way."

A FREE TRIAL of this great kidney
will
medicine which cured Mrs. Jackson
of
be mailed on application to any part
Foster-Milthe United States. Address
For sale by all
burn Co., Buffalo. Ν. Y.

box.
druggists; price, 50 cents per

for btby

Kodol Digests What Yoo Eat

$ 1.00 Size holdlna 2S times the trial

alae. which sails for SO cents.
by Ε. α OeWlTT * θα. OHIOAQO.

Sold

Eastern Steamship Company.
PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE.
$1.26.

No

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against tire and marine risk.

Agent,

LISCOMB,

Wharf, Portland, Me.

cocoa

equals Lowney's

Some are blacker
but
colored chemically
inferior in real strength.
Lowney's C ο c oa is not
loaded with ground cocoashells, flour, starch, or other
adulterants.
It consists of nothing but

strength.

in

—

—

Franklin

CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.

Tenney,

Dr. Austin

choicest cocoa beans
to flour fineness.
The result is the most delicious, purest and finest flathe

ground

vored cocoa possible.
Such cocoa as Lowney's, if
made abroad and duties paid,
would cost double the

will be at Elm House, Norway,
Tuesday, Aug. ist, and tst Tuesday
Office
of each following month.

hours,

ίο

:3ο

λ. m.

Eyes Examined

price.

Lowney

Ibè Walter M. Lowney Co.,
BOSTON'.

to 4 p. m.

In the District Court of the Unite·! States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
CHARLES H. WHITMAN,! In Bankruptcy.
of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Charles H. Whitman In
the County of Oxford nnd district aforesaid:
Notice Is hereby given that on the 14th day of
Oct., A. D. ΙΛΟ," the said Charles II. Whitman
was duly .vljudlcated bankrupt, and that the Urst
meeting of his creditors will lie held at the Court
House, In South Paris, on the 1st day of Nov.,
Λ. D. 1905, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
and transact such other business as may proper
ly come before said meeting.
South Parte, Oct. 16, la05
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee is Bankruptcy

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
in

Mouldings

Portrait Work

NOTICE.
Whereas, my wife, Nora K. Hopkins, has left
without just cause, notice 1»
board
my lied and
hereby given tuat all persons are forbidden to

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia

and Oil

a

harbor or trust her on my account, as I shall pasno bills of her contracting after this date
Dated at Sumner, Maine, this sixth day of
October, A. D. iiW5.
WM. HOPKINS.
A. L. PALMER.
Witness

specialty.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Ί*ΟΤΙ€εΓ~

L. M. TUFTS,

Notice I* hereby jflven that 1 have been notlUed In writing by Mrs. .Tenule J. Plnkbam that
her book of deposit. No. 6558, Issued by the
south Paris Savings BaDk, Is lost and that shv
desires said Savings Hank to Issue her a duplicité book In accordance with the provisions of
the statutes of th« State of Maine.
UEORUE M. ATWOOD, Treasurer
Of South Paris Savings Bank.
Dated at South Paris, Me., Oct. 16,11405.

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

anese

F0LEY51HWET«®TAR
Cold·!
PrtmU Γ

Afar in shady depths those
of
Reveal thy haunt, oh. gentle

were

hand-painted Japanese

of the hot courses served
during luncheon was served in little
wheelbarrows pushed by tiny Japanese
figures, and the ices were served in Jap-

i

prophecy sounds far that cannot
"More wet!" proclaiming still, oh, whis!
tling
A

figures holding tiny parasols

over

All save the prospective bride, when
No. 2S1.—Diamond.
were asked to send a
1. A letter. 2. To entreat. 8. Big. 4. they were invited,
mattered not what—the day beOne of the New England states. 5. A gift—it
fore the luncheon to the hostess. Each
mass of mineral matter, ϋ. A house of I
gift was doue up in a neat parcel with
en ter tain ment for travelers. 7. A let- the name of the
prospective bride being
ter.
At the end of
written on each wrapper.
each course the servant brought on a
No. 2S2.—Subtraction·.
waiter a package, tho hostess reading
Subtract a verb from permission and the bride-elect's name and presenting
leave
nud
strain
tier with the package. Amid much exleave descended; from
citement she opened each package, finda number; from a i>eople and leave a
ing in each a gift from one of tho girls
uegatlve; from uotloe and leave per- seated
at the table. The number of
rubleave
aud
a
from
Joining
sons;
courses corresponded with the number
mara
leave
and
a
bish; from
blessing
of guests, so that the last package was
ried man; from performance and leave not brought in until just before the cofa musical performance.
fee was served.

|

AU
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won

a

delicate, emaciated children pure blood, hearty appetite, healthy
sleep and healthful activity. It puts color in their cheeks and

brightness and happiness in

their

eves—making them

well

again.

DR. TRUE'S ELIXIR

good for grown people as for children. For indigestion, irrita·
bilitv, constipation,malaria, peevishness and liver troubles it is uneoualed. Three generations have known of the wonderful merits
of Dr. True'» Elixir. Kept in the home it keeps out sickness.
is

as

Portland, Mb.

hare known your Elixir for more than 4U war*, and tiare
tuo'rw. I am taXin* it now fur iiidiicestiou. Am eating
oanl it in my family « lib
ΚΚΚΚΜΛΝ liOKlHlN.
ttiui U more Uulu formerly and am xailiin*; iie»U.
Sold by all dealer». 36c.50c.$1 00. Write for frvctfxxiklet.14 Children and Thnr Ihseatrl."

1>b. J. ¥.

Tut

t

«

Co.

I

DR. J. F. TRUE A

CO.,

Auburn, Me.

—

—

BRONCHITIS

TWENTY YEARS
Mrs. Minerva Smith of Danville, 111.,
writes: "I had bronchitis for twenty
years and never got relief until I used

Foley's Honey

cure."

FILL

OUT. CUT OFF AMD MAIL TO US.

PLEASE SEND YOUR

CATALOGUE

GIVING FULL INFORMATION
To
Street,

City

or

town,
State.

CASTORIA

FirInfants and Childrm.

Ik KM Yn Han Always Bought

CAR

For Price and Particulars

SALE|

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

address,

SIMON 5TAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

His
ecutive he felt vastly relieved.
spirits rose with a bound. ▲ few days
after the inauguration of President McKinley, Mr. Cleveland was In New York,
and I happened to walk down Broadway
with him. He was beaming, and was
taking note of the interesting things
about him, with all the zest of a big,
hearty boy, just out of school. The
shop windows were engaging not a little
of bis attention. Upon a glance into one
of them, that of a photographer, he
stopped short. In the window was an
oil painting of himself.
(>
'Well, well,' he exclaimed, with a
laugh, 'here is the most interesting
thing weJve seen yet. It's old Grover.
Mr.
Let's see what be looks like.1
Cleveland and his portrait stared at each
other for a moment, and then the exPresident remarked with a chuckle:
"
'So this is the man we have all heard
so much about; I must say that this
picture makes him out a good deal better looking than some of the portraits I
bare-seen of him in the newspapers. He
looks healthy, but a little worried. I

"Where are you making fur?" said
Mrs. Waddles to Mr. Gander its she
came upon him one spriug morning.
"I'm not making fur at all. madam."
be replied, smliing; "I'm making feath-

ers."
"You
"Oh. excuse me!" she began.
are so quick ut repartee"—
You're wrong
"Not at all, madam.
again. I was the 'only quack at the
party' is what you should have said."
"Oh. you bright boy! But what are
you going to do with yourself? I sec

tablet and pencils In your possession.
I suppose you have some great scheme
on."
"Tea, I have Just Invented a new machine to turn swamp mallows into
a

in a

house that

was

"i'm making fsathuks

"

frogs' eggs into shad
Illy pads Into writing tablets and

iuurshmallowfl,
row.

pussy willows into tomcats."
"But what use Is such a machine?
No one will buy It."
"Oh, that's no matter. It's all in the
invention, you know. I've spent years
11 it. But what are you up to?"

"Oh. I'm lecturing"—
"Lecturing?" interrupted

Mr.

Gan-

der. "On what?"
"On the very useful theme of 'How
to Keep House on 5 Mills a Week."
"Five mills a week! Why, they'd all

starve!"

bril- Waddles.
"We ought to make

tie

piece

of orris root has been added.

anyway.

one

going on there," Let's marry."
ejaculated Mr. Ferguson.
And they did. which was the proper
"It was a wedding," replied his wife.
for two silly geese.—Atlanta Con"Didn't you see them standing before thing
tbe preacher? He was in a white gown. stitution.
Tbe groom was in full evening suit. Tbe
A QUEER ANIMAL.
bride wore a robe of chiffon cloth, with
bertha and yoke of duchesse lace on the
Tbla Creature In α ammraai mu
"I wonder what

was

bodice and lace flounce on tbe skirt.
She bad a full len'gth tulle veil and car-

Lay· and Hatchea Kg κ».

One of the oddest of the many queer
bouquet of lilies of the valley.
Where were your eyes?11
ind unique creatures that inhabit tho
utter
Mr. Ferguson, realizing his
autipodean wilds is an animal about
worthlesenees, resumed the reading of the shape and size of the American
his paper and said nothing.
lie is not a curiosity on acraccoon.

ried

a

SPENT MORE THAN §1000.

W. W. Baker
Plainview, Neb.,
writes: "My wife suffered from lung
trouble for fifteen years. She tried a
number of doctors and spent over $1000
without relief. She became very low
and loet all hope. A friend recommended Foley's Honey and Tar and thanks to
this great remedy it saved her life.
She enjoys better health than she has
Refuse substiknown in ten years."
tutes. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
of

"Yes, she's married to a real estate
agent and a good, honest fellow, too."
"My gracious! Bigamy?"
A DOZEN TIMES A NIGHT.

1

count of his shape or size or because
he resembles the coon and lives in
Australia, where all nature Is topsy
turvy, but because of a remarkable
habit the female of his species has of
laying eggs and hatching them after
the manner of birds. This queer egg
laying animal, the only creature of the
kind on earth as far as the zoologists
know, is called η platypus. It inhabits
the deep forests of the river bottoms of

botli Australia and New Zealand and,
it is said, has many of the characterthe beaver
istics which distinguish
tribe. The platypus 1j not a common
animal oven in its native haunts, and
it is yearly becoming scarcer because

cured."

F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

All for Him. "Your fiancee seems to
have a will of her own."

stitious dread of the harmless little
animal because its habits deviate so
widely from those generally noted in
fur covered, four footed creatures,
their hatred of it being so great that
no band, whether composed of half «
dozen or 100 families, will settle in the

"Yes, and sometimee I half regret that vicinity of a lake
beneficiary."
young men "beat

I'm the sole

difference how long you
It makes
have been sick, if you are troubled with
indigestion, constipation, liver and kidno

stream until the
the bush" and kill
every platvnus that can be found.

ney
Tea will make you well. 35 cents.
A. Shurtleff A Co.; Orin Stevens.

F.

A Proportionate Income. Brush—So
Pinxit is painting miniatures? How is
he getting on?
Palette—Oh, he's making a miniature

living.

DANGER IN FALL COLDS.

Fall colds are liable to hang on all
winter having the seeds of pneumonia,
bronchitis or
Foley's
consumption.
Honey and Tar cures quickly and prevents serious results. It is old and reliable, tried and tested, safe and sure,
contains no opiates and will not consti-

pate.

F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Judge Epaphroditus Peck of Connectirecently fell and broke his arm while
playing tennis. His front name is reported to have survived intact.

cut

Important to Mother·.
Examine carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
a safe and wire remedy for Infanta and children,
and aee that It
Bearethe
Signature of

/lW

V/TT/t ^

*

ÎêucJUiC

la Use For Over 30 Yeara.
The Kind You Bave Always Bought.

mill

Department

in

with

the

leff & Co.

Mrs. Mayberleigh
—Judge, I want you to try.some of my
angel cake.
Judge Sokem (absently)—What Is it
charged with?

Goodness Knows.

ifps^

if you want red
laughing
eyes, sweet breath and good looks use
Hollister's Rooky Mountain Tea. The
greatest beantiner known. 35 cents.

Girls,

Tea or Tablets.
Orin Stevens.

F. A. Shurtleff A Co.;

-Λύ'ϊ.■ ^■.^Ί-Όί··

%■.S

..

^

nautili

more

improvements than all other ranges

Single Damper (patented) ;

of the

worth the
Saves fuel—saves worry.

range.

Cup-Joint Oven Flues ; never leak. Insure betbaking.
Improved Dock-Ash Grate (patented) ; makes a
better fire—one that will keep over night. Saves fuel.
GâS Shelf ; goes on in place of the usual end shelf.
A supplementary gas range.
Our New Plain Designs—less nickel ornamentation—are making a hit. Artistic, handsome, easily kept

clcan.

SOLD

BY

PROGRESSIVE DEALERS.

DECORATE.

Kvery inch a kin·;. Black stallion, white ankles
stated v
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge behind, 10 hands,
1100 pounds, owned by
weighs
Portof tho said Court, and the seal thereof, at
land, In said District, on the 14th day of Oct.,
JOHN' 13. ROBINSON, Oxford, Me.
WM. J. WHEELER, South Paris, Me.
A. D. 1905.

[L.e.j

JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.

Handsomest Stallion in Maine,

Sired by Dark Dkvil, 2.09, by Mamiiimno Kino, "The Handsomest Horse in
Jkwkl (Dam of Lord March, 2.11 1-2; Diamond
the World." Dam Jkwki..
King, (p) 2.19 1-2; I'oint Dexter, 2.21 1-2;) Bay mare, large snip, right hind ankle
Bred at. Village Farm. Sired by A (.mont J κ.. 1*29.
white. Foaled June 8, 1880.
Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.12 3-4; Ward well, 2.14 1-4; Globe, 2.14 3-1:
Record 2.20.
Orvid, (p) 2.15 1-4; Wardwell, (p) 2.10 1-4; Architect, (p) 2.10 1-4; And 40 others

Wanted.

in 2.30.

PEELED PULPWOOD.

DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W. J.
PARIS, MAINE. TERMS : $25 TO WARRANT.

COUNT

DIRECT.

Dam, The Countess

MAINE. 2d dam, Toilet,

I·»m of Residuary
2.20 1-4.

NOTICE.

Are

up the Price of aNew

Coal

Glenwood
"Makes Cooking" Easy"

Your Old

Ranj/e.

taken* in, ISxcfiange*

CASTORIA

NASH,

Ladles' AH Linen hand drawn hemstitched handkerchiefs, Mi inch, Î4
Inch or V4 Inch hems, each,
10c., 12c.f 18c., 19c., 24c. and 29c.
(Please state If sheer or heavy linen is
desired.)

Value

hand embroidered wreath.
$1.00; special, per half dozen..73e.

hemstitched, large
openworked embroidered initial, ful09c.
ly'laundered, per half dozen

Men's

All

Linen

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY,

D. II.

R. H. MACY <a CO.
NEW Y0HK

T.
I MARKET

Thayer,

SQUARE,

SOUTH PARIS.

Sample

cheap imitation.
complete rooting

S. P. MAXIM &

It will

Get the

SON,

AGENTS,

Fresh fish arrives every Monday after-

Thursday morning.

Roofing will do.
Send for Free
on
"Building Econoniy.'

P

|

and

Paroid

kit in every rolL

Fresh meats of all kinds constantly on
All Linen hemstitched handkerchiefs, soft finish,
Inch, V4
hand.
inch or 1 Inch hem, per half dozen..49e.
Corned beef and salt pork a specialty, j
Am shipping live stock every week,
and paying full market price.

money by using it for every building on the place.
Weather proof, wear proof, contains 110 tar, elate color,
any one can lay it. Let us prove to you what the

money. Don't take a
the roof that lasts. A

Meat Market.

Roofing

really is; if you only knew how easily it can be
put on and how long it lasts; if you only know
what a good all-round roof it is, you would savo

and book

YBH'S

noon

Paroid

genuine

ISO Ν·(ΜΜ SI., Ν. V. Turnout Tempi·, BOSTON
W. O. FROTHING HAM, South Perle.
FRENCH, Norway.

only knew how good,
durable, how satisfactory

If you

now

mailed free.

Men's

Address Room 201

of

NORWAY.

SSTRODT
PARMK5

All Linen hemstitched unlaundered handkerchiefs, with inia

Signature

MASONIO BLOCK,

ΓβΙβρΗοηβ Connection.

Ladles'

tial in

Bears the

For Infants and Children.

Th· Rind You Have Always Bought

Licensed Taxidermist,

We operate our own handkerchiet
factory at Belfast, Ireland, and you

Regular size

113.

Using An Old Range
Is No Saving ^You
frBuming
Simply Wasting

J. WALDO

24c.
H4c.

1829.

STABLE, SOUTH PARIS, MK.
ALL MARES AT OWNERS' RISK.

today—now.

size

Mainbrino King, 1279

by Dictator,

Oftcaletta, 2.2*.) 3-4 : praii'lani of
Lucretla, 2.20; lllalae, 2.27 1-2; <lam of Almout
Dictator, el re of 1.
WILL STAND AT W. J. WHEELER'S

TERMS: 125 TO WARRANT.

Foaled June 25,

by Almont, Jr.,

Legatee, 2.31 1-2; Ucyeer Roy,

Slitter of La

Macy's

This Week

by

3d dam, Mermaid

The Arm of W. O. A G. W. Prothlngham having this day been illeeolveil by mutual consent,
all peraona having unetttM accounts with nabl
firm arc requested to Kettle samo with the undersigned, who has bought all the a*»cte ami assumed all the liabilities of said Uni).
W.O. FROTHINUHAM.
Oct. 3,1005.

SOUTH

2.04 1-4.

Dam of Chlme-lnlno (4), 2.2* 1 4, Hire of Florida
Chimes ((>}, 2.16 1-4, au<l 2 others In J.»).

couu·

Specials

Hal,

Sikko »v Direct

Ε. H. PIKE,

WEST PARIS,

WHEELER,

Black colt, large stripe, front ankles white, hind legs white.
Bred at Village Farm.
1902.

any station.

No matter wlieiv you live, you can
have as up-to-date merchandise as
New Yorkers buy, and at exactly the
same prices, by buying from our illustrated catalogue, sent absolutely free
upon request Write us a postal card

Handkerchief

price

ter

granted.

—

Foley's Kidney
English physician.
Cure makes sound kidneys. F. A. Shurt-

have

combined.

day

save the middleman's expenses
Affording a Slight Hope. Mrs. Gas- thus
1237 Farm Hunters answered our newswell—I wish I knew of something that and profits. Handkerchiefs such as we
during July.
would improve my husband's appetite. quote here are not sold elsewhere for paper advertising
If yuu want to gi t a o'iick, casli sale j
Mrs. Upmore—I believe jiu-jitsu would
write today for our I'll Κ Κ description
less than 33 to 50 per cent additional.
help him.
blanks, so that your f.iriu may he brought
Mrs. Gaswell—That's something I Ladles' All Linen hemstitched handro the attention of these Farm Buyers.
How do you cook it?
never heard of.
We require no advance payment
kerchiefs, soft finish, % Inch or %
"Strout's Bargain List" of big trade»
inch hem, per half dozen, small

"WATCH THE KIDNEYS."
"When they are affected, life is in
danger," says Dr. Abernethy, the great

V^igokincjJ^nges

sh.

over

That Store Is

/rawford

On this 14th day of Oct., A. D. 1905, on
reading the foregoing petition, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
of Nov., Α. D.
upon the same on the 3d
1905, before said Court at Portland, In said DisIn
the
10
o'clock
forenoon; and that
trict, at
notice thereof be published In The Oxford
a
Democrat, newspaper printed In said District,
and that all known creditors, anil other persons
In Interest, may appear at the said time an·'
place, and show cause, If any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be

twenty-four acres ot
floor space on Hroartway, New York, \it not a pretty logical conclusion that
that particular store is the best place
in the country to do your purchasing?
try,

THC CENTAUR COMNNf, »T MUKMf 6THCIT. NCW VO«K CITY.

requirements

i>r>* o»od»

utore

of

In Use For Over 30 Years.

JOSHUA

If. in the greatest city of the United
States, where there are many great
stores, one in particular, larger than
nny of the others, is visited every day
by a greater number of customers than
any of the others, ami this particulai
store lias grown in size, prestige and
popularity for forty-seven years, until
it has become the

ALWAYS

He Kind You Have Always Bougl:'

trlct Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
L. CAMPBELL, of Mexico, In the
County of Oxford, and Suite of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represents tliat
on the 22d day of A pril, last past, he was duly
the Acts of Congress
adjudged bankrupt, under
relating to Bankruptcy; that he has dulv surrendered all his property and rights of property
and has fully complied with all the
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore ne praye, that he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex
ceiited uy law from such discharge.
Dated this 9th day of Oct., A. D. 1905.
JOSHUA L. CAMPBELL, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

or

troubles, Ilollister's Rocky Mountain

Signature

Bears the

J In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Die-

Ami It Is further ordered by the Court, that
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors coplcs of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of resilience as

CASTORIA

GENUINE

1
In the matter of
J03HUA L. CAMPBELL,

Mr. Owen Dunn, of Benton Ferry, W.
of the war which the natives wage
Spruce, Fir, Hemlock
Va., writes: "I have had kidney and
of its peculiar
bladder trouble for years, and it became against it on account
and
Poplar delivered at
a
have
superso bad that I was obliged to get up at eg·: laying habits. They

least a dozen times a night. I never received any permanent benefit from any
medicine until I tried Foley's Kidney
Cure. After using two bottles, I am

Oil, Pareand Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium» Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Γου<Ι, regulates tin;
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.
a harmless substitute for Castor

Oastoria is

Petition for Discharge.

Maine,

a^\WSA\S

goric» Drops

as

stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 14th day of Oct, 1
A. D. 1905.
JAMES E. HKWEY, Clerk.
[L. e.J
A true copy of petltln" and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk

District ok

Vw\W V v\VX\\\\\V

What is CASTORIA

Discharge.

District of Maine, ss.
On this 14th day of Oct., A. D. 1905, on reading I1
the foregolug petition, It Is
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
A. D.
upon the same on the 3d day of Nov.,
1905, before said Court at Portland, In said Disnoand
that
forenoon
the
In
10
o'clock
at
;
trict,
tice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
und show cause, If any thev have, why the
not lie grante I.
praver of said petitioner should
And it Is further ordered by the Court, That
all
known credmall
to
the Clerk shall send by
itors roples of said petition and this or 1er, adof
residence as
dressed to them at their places

Bankrupt's

:\ν\Ν» W*!C

Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

ASA

and oppose us.
Two women occupied a

a

In the matter of
ASA B. BARTLETT, In·

V

The Kind You Have Always Bought» and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in tliis.
"
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-good" am hut
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of

member y In Bankruptcy, 1
I
of the firm of Bartlett A
Bankrupt. J
Buzsell,
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine :
E. BARTLETT. of Mexico, fn the CounIn said
ty of Oxford, and State of Maine,
District, respectfully represents that on the let
he
was
adjudged
last
duly
past,
day of April,
to
bankrupt under the Acte of Congress relating all
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered
has
fully
his property and rights of property,aud
Acts
complied with all tne requirements of said
and of the orders of Court touching his bankruptcy.
wherefore he prays, That he, Individually and
ae a member of the Arm of Bartlett A Buz/ell,
to have a full
may be decreed by the Court
his
discharge from all debts provable againstsuch
estate under said bankruptcy Acts, except
tilssuch
from
debts as are excepted by law
charge.
Dated this 12th day of October, A. D. 1905.
ASA E. BARTLETT, Bankrupt.
Order of Notice Thereon.

us

It whizzed past
liantly lighted.

Petition fbr

>.WVSV*
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Relieves the Over-Charged Stomach
and nowels. Quiet* tha Narva·
and Brlnfi Restful
Sleep

Bankrupt's

ν

CASTORIA

FotMby

Substitut*!

another bottle of "L. F." At- .^j
wood's Bitters. I am unable
to obtain It In this city. Was Imitations
offered bitters put up by Moses Atwood In package resembling style in
which the 'L. F.' Is packed, but not knowing
anything of the value of other bitters, and
having known and loved the 'L. F.' Atwood's
Bitters for nearly thirty years, I am going to
continue using It."—G W. Crbiley, 1036
N. 43JÎ St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

•Uvldually an<l

said Mme.
to an interviewer. "If we are courteous to the
people they like us and try to help us.
If we are discourteous to tbem they hate

the car, and under cover of the darkness
the man kissed the back of bis band
loudly and repeatedly. Then, when tbe
train entered the light again, he looked
from one woman to tbe other with a
significant smile.
They exchanged glances of suspicion.
"
'Was it you he kiesed?'
"
'No, of course not. Was it you?'
"And neither lady would believe the
other's denial, and each, in her inmost
heart, was offended to think that the
man bad chosen her companion instead
of herself to kiss. Tbe man looked cool
and complacent. When, finally, he roee
to go, he said, lifting his hat with a

SWVvV"

and can't be

"Kindly aend me by express

"Courtesy always pays,11
Rejane, the French actress,

used
Kilson—Oajlord's
Foley's Honey and Tar curee coughs
awfully stout, and now she is quite thin. mark on the akin.
and colds and prevent·
pneumonia.
What caused the change, I wonder?
▲ small square of asbestos kept on the Take so substitutes. V. A. Shurtleff ά
Marlow—Divorce. This isn't the same
I
wife.
Ironing board will save the Ironing sheet Co.
wife

A Good Maîciî

Short Stories.

compartment
railway carriage with one man, a
were
extremely rude to
stranger. They
this man. In whispers that be could
overhear they criticised bis costume, his
figure, and bis manner. He, to be revenged, did a singular thing.
"The blackness of a tunnel enveloped

Hat Mid It

Thirty Ymts

True L.F.

Would be willing to wager that he's glad
Success.
he's no longer President.1

She—It must be
How Changed.
To remove a wart dampen it and rub dreary in the mountains now.
with a piece of common soda. Do this
He—Yes; nothing to hng but stoves,
three or foar times » day for a month I suppose.
to be and the wart will drop off leaving no

danger of consumption if you use
Foley's Honey and Tar to cure that stubborn cough. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
No

"From what I know of hi· taetee and
I am not at all surprised that
Q rover Cleveland should prefer to keep
out of politics,11 recently remarked a
friend of the ex-President. "I remember that when he stepped ont of office at
the end of the second term as chief ex-

Parke—Your wife has a
Pleased.
tremendous influence over you, hasu't
she?
Lane—Simply wonderful. Why, I've
got so I positively enjoy living beyond
more useful fad could any young house- my income.
keeper desire than one of these houseNEVER ASK ADVICE.
hold aprons?—Ex.
When you have a cough or cold don't
Mayonnalae.
ask what is good for it and get some
To make mayonnaise is indeed a fine medicine with little or no merit and
Ask for Foley's
art in cookery ; unless the greatest care perhaps dangerous.
is observed the dressing will be either Honey and Tar, the greatest throat and
too thick or too thin, or it will curdle at lung remedy, it cures coughs and oolde
the stage when the oil is poured in. quickly. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

''What is your definition of an optimist?"
"An optimist is a man who has will
With large, new buildings and new
power enough to make him believe cerequipment throughout, revised courses tain
for mayonnaise
Here is a famous
things when he knows there is no that can not failrecipe
of study and increased teaching force, it
to please the most
has the best facilities in the world for truth in them."
fastidious: Beat the yolks of two eggs
young men and women.
are creamy and then add, very
Indigestion, constipation, dyspepsia, until they
Never has there been such a demand
and liver disorders, and all slowly, three or four tablespoonfuls
for young people who have a thorough kidney
stomach troubles positively cured by high grade salad oil, and next two tabletraining for business. More than 30 apoil.
using Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea. spoonfuls of vinegar, slowly, as the
for
Bliss
received
month
are
plications a
35 cents. Tea or Tablets. F. A. Shurt- Now pour the contents from the mixer
information
Full
together
graduates.
into a saucepan which is to be set into
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent leff Λ Co. ; Ortn Stevens.
another saucepan of boiling water. You
upon request. A call at the school will
Tommy Changed His Mind. Little are to continue stirring until the dressFALL
convince you of its superiority.
had brought the teacher a hand- ing begins to get thick when it is to be
Tommy
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18.
until
some bouquet of roses, and as she plac- removed from the water and stirred
BLISS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.
ed it on her desk his little heart swelled cool. Now add one-half teaspoonful of
with pride. During the morning session salt, two tablespoonfuls French mustard,
Bears the
she had occasion to correct and punish one teaspoonful sugar.
Having previously beaten the whites
Signature
him for some infraction of the rules and
of
be went back to his seat very much dis- of the two eggs and a fourth of a tumbler
concerted, not to say humbled, in spirit. of cream, stir these in with the dressing
He thought it all over and at the close in the order named. As this will make
of the session presented himself before a rather large quantity of dressing you
may save half for another time and in
the teacher.
that case do not add the whipped cream
"Well, Tommy?"
"You know those roses I gave you?" until you are almost ready to serve at
the table.—Ex.
"Yes."
"Well, I didn't give them to you. .1
To give handkerohiefs a faint soent of
only let you take them."
violets boil them in water to which a lit·

WOOD ASHES FOR
In any

and Tar which is a sure
F. ▲. Shurtleff 4 Co.

OFFICE.

tendencies,

autucu

When the guests arrived they
were ushered into a room adjoining that
in which the prospective bride was seated. When all had arrived the wedding
march was played and the guests marchNo. 2*1.—Rhymed Tree·.
ed in, each bearing some article for the
bride's kitchen. Bright and witty little
1. What tree rhymes with a Jest?
2. What tree rhymes with money?
speechee were made as each kitchen
utensil was presented to the bride-to-be.
At a "Pillow Shower," the bride-elect
He Kmw What He Wanted.
wae blindfolded, while the guests slipped
Teddy hated the dark, aud his moth- into another room for the hidden piler was trying to cure him of fear.
lows. Imagine her surprise when the
"Now, Teddy," she said us she tuck- bandage was removed from her eyes to
ed him in for the night, "you know see banks and piles of pillows all around
who is always with you, even in the her—pillows grave and pillows gay,
Japanese, dainty eatin, heavy damask
dark."
of every name and color.
"Well, 1 don't want a man; I want a pillows, pillows
The pillow given by the hostess was
woman," was his astonlshlug reply.—
most highly prized, it being a friendship
Lippincott's Magazine.
pillow, with the names of the guests in a
wheel effect about a circular disk in the
Λ Collection.
center, the names beginning at the disk
"I want to ask for the hand of your and branching out like the rays of the
daughter in marriage," said the young sun. The pillow was in white with the
The
names embroidered in yellow silk.
man.
whose pillow the bride-elect suc"You're an idiot!" salJ the Irate fa- guest
ceeded in catching will be the next bride.
ther.
After the cake was cut for Cupid's heart,
"I know it, but I didn't suppose you refreshments were served,
closing a
the
would object to another one in
merry afternoon.
A "Flower Shower" is the very pretfamily!"—Yonkers Statesman.
tiest of all. Each guest being invited to
bring an offering of dowers, the dowers
Why He Knew It.
bidden in a large Japanese um"Do you know," said a Sunday school were
brella which was suddenly opened over
the
in
a
new
pupil
teacher, uddrosslng
the bride, showering her with the flowthat you have a soul?"
lufaut class,
ers, thus signifying the wish that her
"Course I do," replied the little felpathway through life may be strewn
low, placing his hand over his heart. with flowers.
Another clever and pretty idea was
"I can feel it tick."
where each girl brought a dainty little
sachet gift tied in a wreath of flowers,
Key to the Pnsaler.
the bride with these floral
No. 2t>8.—Zigzag: Fairyland. Cross- showering
wreaths.—Ex.
words—1. Frost. 2. Fancy. 3. Shift. 4.
Household Apron,
Hairy. 5. Fairy, β. Daily. T. Graze.
8. Inane. 9. Dozen.
Here is a "fad" to shorten the many
No. 260.
Progressive Enigmas: 1. weary steps of house-cleaning time. The
problem seems to be solved in one of the
Ashy. 2. Conscience,
most complete outfits for house-cleaning
No. 270.—A Wood Pile: Beech, ash,
which has been seen in New Tork in
maple, oak, pine, larch, willow, flr,
many a day. It consists of a large and
cedar.
voluminous apron, with bib and shoulder
Fractional Problem: MisNo. 271.
straps to keep it firmly in place, made of
cellaneous.
black alpaca. Around the waist is a
neat belt fastened together with button
No. 272.--Kiddlemeree: London.
Across the
No. 273.—A Song Title: "The Sands and buttonhole in the back.
bottom a long pocket is stitched with
of Dee."
three rows of red cotton, in which can
No. 274.—Reversible Squares: From 1
be carried dust cloths, whisk broom and
to 2. di ll; 2 to 1. laid; 2 to 3, Leon; 3
scrubbing
brush; above this another
4
to
to 2. Noel; 1 to 4. Dort;
1, trod;
pocket is stitched of like dimensions,
2 to Γ», leat; 5 to 2, tael; 3 to 6, neve; divided into three compartments.
It
ϋ to 3, evtn; 4 to 5, tort; 5 to 4, trot; holds the keys,
the soap, eapolio,
Γ» to 6, time; 6 to 5, emit; 4 to 7, teel; chamoie
skins, polishing fluids and
7 to 4, leet; δ to 8, tide; 8 to 8, edit; powders; and a receptacle for the mobwhile sweep0 to I), Eros;
to 6. sore; Τ to 8, live; cap and gloves, necessary
ing or cleaning silver. The beauty of
S to 7, evil; 8 to 1), ekes; 0 to 8, seke.
when
not
in use it bethis apron is that
No. 275.—Charade: Mute, eye, late—
comes a ready and handy place for all
mutilate.
the utensils when banging in cupboard
Central Syncopations: 1. or pantry, and is quickly caught up and
No. 276.
2.
Fl-o-at.
3.
4. fastened on as a thorough protection
So-l-ar.
Ag-n-ee.
Fa-g-in.
against damp or dirt for the gown beneath, and a receptacle for each and
every article needed in cleaning. What
FOR

Shower."

—

Give the children Dr. True's Elixir regularly and they will
be active, strong and healthy. This safe vegetable tonic expels
worms and all impurities of the stomach and bowels giving to

IN

OF HIS SECOND TEBM

Only the

AO Animal Story Por
Little Folks

END

THE

But. then,
"Of course they would.
their heads. The little fans and umI'd have my name in all the magazines
brellas that decorated the tree in the
'iud 'home' papers."
center were given as favors to the guests. jocular air;
"Any money in It?" asked Mr. G.
"
It was declared by all the girls present
'Have'no fear, ladies, I shall never
"Oh. no; I hadn't thought of that. I
"
affair
most
to have been the
tell which of you it was.1
charming
suppose they'd pay me. Any money in
had
ever
attended.
they
your machine?"
Her Comprehensive Qlance.
A "Gift" luncheon full of delightful
"Well, really, I hadn't thought of
(Chicago Trlbane.)
surprises was the original way in which
I suppose it would sell."
lhat.
a bright girl entertained a prospective
were
and
Mrs.
Mr.
passenFerguson
bride and her most intimate friends. gers in an elevated train.
"Well, we're a pair!" exclaimed Mrs.

cooing notes

283.—Emr Ealgm·.
A 1-2-3 saw a 4-5-6 in the 7-8-9-yard
In 1-2-3-4-5-ΐί-7-8-υ.

free.

Picture Frames

High Grade

High In yon oak, beyond the schoolboy's

No.

NOTICE.

&

place-cards
girls. One

Swings thy brown nest. oh. bright winged

Superb new steamers of this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at
7 P. M.

F.

Now

o'er the meadow falls, from morn
till
Thy witching, plaintive notes, dear

Portland Division.

J.

It was, indeed, a genuine
when dainty gift after gift was
thus showered upon her, the bride reading each quotation with the name of the
donor.
The dining-room was aglow with JapTwo plates well known to travelers.
anese lanterne; they were hung about
the room, and the candelabra on the
Ko. are.—Sliced Word·.
table had email Japanese lanterns for
and
defense
1. Slice enjoyment Into
shades. The chandelier over the center
of the table was hung with the gay
certainty.
2. Slice to limit Into peace and a lanterns, and just beneath it, in the center of the table, was a dwarf Japanese
shower.
tree decorated with Japanese parasols
Pmmle.
and fans; surrounding this were the
No. 2S0.—Bird
bright colored
That least loved bird, whoso chirpings candelabra with their
chill the —;
lantern shades. Strips of Japanese flags
All places are thine own. cross
extended the length of the table. The

the othèr.

surprise

j

by Γ. A. Shurtloff Λ Co.

Faro

Jre^eeofftphle·! Pm"le.

paralys-

most

Stomach

Prepared

No.

a

detail
the decorations and menu, every
suggesting the little IslandanKingdom.
informal
Invitations were sent out for
luncheon, the guests, other than the
to
bride-elect, being secretly invited
bring or send to the home of the hoetees,
of
a few days in advance, some piece
their handiwork for the bride-elect's
The hostess prepared a number
room.
a
of gay Japanese lanterns by removing
circular piece from the bottom. When
the gifts were sent in, she pinned each
and
gift to a long streamer of red ribbon
circle of
ran the other end through a
bottissue-paper which she glued to the
Each gift had the
tom of the lanterns.
name of the giver with some appropriate
and
quotation written on a slip of paper
pinned to it.
The nature of the affair had been kept
a secret, so the eurprise of the guests
can be imagined when the hostess greeted them costumed as a Geisha girl. The
house was gaily decorated with a profusion of Japanese lanterns, fans and umbrellas in brilliant Oriental colors. A
the
huge Japanese umbrella hung in the
centre of the
sitting-room with
lanterns containing the gifts hanging
from each spoke, the ribbons from the
lanterns were tied around the umbrella
handle in a big bow. The bride-elect
under this umbrella, the
was seated
hostess placing the ribbons in her hands
and asking her to pull them one after

I could
ed.
hardly stand on

Sour

οelf.

No. 977.—Word Sqaar·.
1. Ad organ of tbe body. 2. A mistake. 3. To get up. 4. Flowers of a cer- (
tain kind. 5. A look of hair.

but without benefit. Just before
I began using
Doan's Kidney
Tills I was al-

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

Battiee

Bride-elect.
It certainly was a charmingly eucceesrul affair, this Japanese ehower tendered
and
a recent bride by a very original
clever hoetew. It wm, indeed, a Japcarried out in
anese affair, this idea being
"Showering"

doctoring
for kidney and
t r ouble,
liver

Chas. F. Ridlon,
NORWAY,

sssrsasaais·

8T0BT. OF CLEVELAND AND

OOLUKK, Oxford Democrat. Parle. Maine.

was

up stock-

Qitd It was Over.

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

South
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Maine.
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